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Administrators and UGBC to revise, clarify Student Guide
By

Connor Farley

News Editor
The online version of the Student
Guide—the
Boston College body of
policies regarding students’ programmatic, organizational, and individual
rights on campus —is more than 20,000
words long.
Produced by the Dean of Students
Office (DOS) and revised on an annual
basis, the guide has become the subject of a joint effort by both University
administrators and members of UGBC
to clarify, renew, and better publicize

issues surrounding free speech and the
right to organize on campus for student
groups.
According to Thomas Napoli, UGBC
senator, chairman of the institutional
policy review committee, and A&S
T6, the policies set forth by the guide
are facing increasing scrutiny from
unregistered student groups, much of
which is derived from campus cultural
shifts, he said.
“I think [the revisions] came from
a couple cultural changes that you see
at BC,” Napoli said. “For example, with
the new Quad, there is no place for ban-

ners, all tabling has to get approved by
the Office of Student Involvement, and

then even just this year you start to see
BC kind of embracing even more thoroughly this image of perfection.”
Elinor Mitchell, vice chair of the
UGBC student organizations board and
A&S ’l5, reflected that an increased
attention toward a series of videos
published by the University, including
the BC “Happy,” “Shake it Off,” and
“October” videos released through the
Office of News and Public Affairs, may
distract from more serious rights-related student issues on campus.

“Not just kind of this one representation of Boston College as this place
where everyone is getting along and the

to

campus looks flawless, but more that
it’s a real academic institution that’s
interested in discussion, and problems,
and understanding each other’s points
of view even though even those aren’t
always the same,” she said.
“It’s all like this ‘perfect BC,’ and
is this really what we want being represented about BC, or is there a way to
embrace our controversy and our conflict in a way that is not negative toward
BC, but is justpromoting discussion and

mands a more stringent revision of the
document—a reorganizational effort
that was initiated by the DOS just this
year.
“I think the timing is just aligned
with the fact that the administration has
anew interest in students’ opinions, and
[the student organizations board] will

...

encouraging students in a positive way

explore all these different thought,”
Napoli said.
Mitchell also noted that the length
and density of the Student Guide de-

See Student Guide, A3

BCEMS holds panel on
alcohol-related incidents
By

Julie Orenstein

Assoc. News Editor
Often the first responders to medical
incidents involving alcohol consumption, Boston College EMS (BCEMS)
volunteers consistently field the same
question from patients and fellow students: “What will happen to me after
an alcohol-related transport?”
To address confusion and increase
transparency about the medical and
conduct procedures with these types
of incidents, BCEMS hosted a panel
discussion Wednesday night featuring
representatives from each of the major
phases of the process —BCPD, BCEMS,
the Office of Student Conduct, and the
Office of Elealth Promotion.
While the panel, staged as part of
National Collegiate EMS Week, was
primarily intended to clarify processes
for the general student body, many
BCEMS EMTs were present to gain
more information themselves, in order
to then relay that information to those
who come to them for answers.
Both BCPD patrol officer Dina
Smith and Kristen Dißlasi, president
of BCEMS and A&S T5, emphasized
that, as they evaluate a student at the
scene of an incident, they will treat that
student first and foremost as a patient,
not a criminal.
Dißlasi said that the EMTs’ primary
concerns and questions relate to how
much a student has had to drink, when
he or she started drinking, and when
he or she stopped. This information,
she said, is vital as the EMTs make the
decide of where to transport the student: University Health Services or the
hospital. In some cases, an individual

LOVE YOUR BODY
WEEK
Founder of I Am That Girl discusses empowerment at LYBW talk
By

Archer Parquette

For The Heights
Alexis Jones was the girl with a seemingly
perfect life. Working as a model while attending the University of Southern California,
her academic and career trajectory was
proving to be quite successful. She was supposed to be happy. But, as she told students
were some
Tuesday night, she wasn’t—they
of the most insecure and unhappy years of
her life.
Jones is the founder of IAm That Girl—a
non-profit whose goal is to promote wellness
and self-love for girls across the world —and
spoke to students as a part of Love Your Body
Week, co-sponsored by UGBC, I Am That
Girl (lATG) at BC, and Women in Business
(WIB).
Early in the talk, Jones discussed invisible
social labels that people typically ascribe
each other, whether it is done consciously
or not.

“Our insecurities

fundamentally tether us

to our humanity, and to one another, because

there is not a soul in this world who’s above
it, who’s above feeling insecure about something,” she said, also noting that the various,
often media-driven labels people adopt can
cause us to overcompensate. “We consume,
on average, 10 hours of media a day,” Jones
said. “Are we surprised that we don’t feel good
about ourselves?”

Male stereotypes were
discussed at “Check
YourselfBefore You
Wreck Yourself’

SEE Ik2

lones then referenced the presence and
role of Photoshop in both commercial and
personal contexts, stating that social media
is a “Photoshopping” of our own lives —a
highlight reel of our best moments, heavily
influenced by a subconscious checklist to be
rich, beautiful, and famous.
“If we don’t proactively take the time to sit
down and write our definitionof success, and
of beauty, and of wealth, then we will adopt
that of the world,” Jones said. She related this
sentiment to her own life, where she said she
had in many ways achieved the conventional
standards of success set by the modern culture, and yet, was not happy. At this self-described low point in her life, Jones recounted
turning to her mother for advice, who told
her that life comes down to “consumption
versus contribution,” and that having joy
requires living an other-centered life.
Soon after what Jones discussed as a recentering of her life, she acted in the play The
Vagina Monologues,which led her toward an
increased interest in women’s issues and the
eventual creation of IATG. After later starring in a season of the television show Survivor, where she generated publicity for IATG,
her organization soon grew significantly.
“The only thing in your life that you
should be pursuing is your passion, and I
mean at all costs,” she said. “It’s not because

could not appear severely intoxicated,
yet if he or she consumed a high quantity of alcohol a relatively short time
before, that would impact the transport
decision.
“As much as it may seem silly for me
to send a person who’s intoxicated, but
hasn’t drank for an hour, to the infirmary, and a person who’s intoxicated,
maybe a little bit less [so] but drank 10
shots 10 minutes ago, to the hospital,
it’s because of a curve,” Dißlasi said.
“I know the person who stopped an
hour ago is on their way down, and the
person who stopped 10 minutes ago is
on their way up.”
Dißlasi also clarified that, if a student vomits from alcohol consumption,
the standard procedure is to send that
student to the hospital, as it is EMTs
only concrete indicator before a student
becoming unconscious that can determine his or her current condition.
Monica St. Louis, assistant dean
for student conduct, outlined the
difference between procedures for
help-seeking and conduct incidents.
She noted that, while incidents that
invoked the help-seeking policy do
not precipitate disciplinary sanctions,
both types of incidents involve a conversation between the student and an
administrator or Residential Life staff
member, particularly if a student was
transported to the hospital.
“I find that the majority of students
who go to the hospital have a lot of
feelings about that, from being scared
to being embarrassed
it’s a lot to
process,” St. Louis said. “That’s what we
do with those students, we help them
...

See BCEMS Panel, A3

Veterans Day commemorated at Burns Lawn

See Jones, A3

Students discussed body
image and perforin slam
poetry at last night’s
LYBW event
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This year’s Veterans Day was commemorated with a memorial mass held in
St. Ignatius Church followed by a remembrance ceremony at Burns Lawn.
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The Center for International Higher Education will
host a speaker panel today at 12 p.m. in
Campion 139. Two visiting scholars and
experts on education will discuss the
interaction between higher education and social justice from the perspective of Saudi Arabia and Brazil.

Breaking
stigmas

Alex Gaynor
If you’re a female on campus
this week, you’ve probably heard
about the Women’s Center’s Love
Your Body Week. If you’re a male,
you probably heard about the
events, and then proceeded to go
about your everyday business, since
“women’s issues” don’t concern
you. It’s no secret that the majority of participants in social justice
issues at Boston College are female.
Pulse, 4Boston, Arrupe—all of
these programs typically lack male
participation due to an observable
stigma that guys don’t partake in activities that discuss social justice if it
involves any type ofreflection. At a
school that is 54 percent female and
46 percent male, the numbers offemale to male involvement in events
and programs that focus more on
emotions, self-image, and reflection,
just don’t seem to add up.
Why is it that there is typically
a dearth in male participation in
programming on campus, and on
a macro-level, when the subject
matter involves a more reflective
component? In her book Longingfor
Running Water: Ecofeminism and
Liberation, author Ivone Gebara
focuses on the issues facing this
division in factors and traits that
have been culturally assigned to
men and women over the years. She
discusses the lines of division that
have been drawn in many societies
where men are typically associated
with the brain, productivity, and
individualism, while women are
commonly paired with emotion, the
subjective world, and the body.
This plays out extensively in the
world today,specifically on our own
campus. The gender distribution
in an undergraduate school like
CSOM—which focuses on productivity and individual achievement,
and is more numerically leaning
towards male students—is starkly
different from a school like CSON,
which delves into the care and
emotional dimension of work, and
which has far more female students
enrolled than male. In my service
learning, social justice-oriented
study abroad program, only three of
the 17 participants were males. The
image of masculinity does not need
to denote a lack of care for others
in a reflective environment. By not
showing up to these types of discussions, the rest of the population
experiences a lack in the full truth
of the matter. One of the tenets of
modern feminism is that men are
integral parts of the conversation
for equality; because of the “bro” or
hyper-masculine norms of our BC
culture, we all miss out on valuable
insights that must come from all
groups ofpeople.
In a world—and on a campus —so racked with inequality, it
is important that all of us join in on
this conversation for social change
in all of its manyfacets. An event
focused on body image does not
mean it is just a woman’s issue. A
service program that seeks to form
community should not scare off any
interested men who are too worried
about the stigma that this could
have on their masculinity. These are
not just women’s tasks, or women’s
issues. All perspectives and experiences are needed to strengthen the
conversation about social justice
and social change. This is a call
to action for the men ofBC. If we
truly all “are BC,” then let’s prove it
by showing up, speaking out, and
breaking the stigma.

•

Head over to the McMullen Museum in Devlin tonight
at 7 p.m. for the Arts Council’s 16th annual Career Night for the Arts, where
students from all majors are invited
to network with alumni who have
had successful careers in writing,
music, theatre, fashion, and art.

•

•
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reached at news@bcheights.com.

The University Chorale of Boston College will perform
its annual fall concert on Friday at 8 p.m. in
the Trinity Chapel on Newton Campus.
The chorale will perform Mozart's
I
Requiem, in addition to a number of
Kg
other pieces. Tickets are $10 from
Robsham or $15 at the door.

A Guide to Your

Irish native explores agrarian life, violence

Newspaper
The Heights
Boston College - MeElroy 113
140 Commonwealth Ave.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

By

Laura McLaughlin
For The Heights
Peter Fallon, a self-described
“ ountry boy,” loves corny counc
try music. A poet, editor, and
publisher Fallon read a number
of his poems that explore country life last night as part of the
Lowell Humanities Series. He
was previously a Burns Library
Visiting scholar at Boston College, and he has also spent time
as an administrator at Deerfield
Academy in Deerfield, Mass.
Many of his writings focus on
agrarian life in Ireland and
draw on his experiences growing up on a farm in the Irish
midlands.
Although he writes about
seemingly simple, everyday
things, he is highly educated
and accomplished, having graduated from Trinity College in
Dublin where he is an adjunct
professor. He founded The Gallery Press at 18 and went on to
edit and publish 500 books of
poems and plays by writers like
Seamus Heaney.
Last night, he read his poem
“New Country,” which deals
with love. Many of his poems
are inspired by life on the farm,
such as “Law,” which he explains
refers to the law that was passed
when he was a child that stated
that bulls must be “skulled,”
meaning de-horned, if they
were to be taken in public to
the marketplace. The poem is
graphic and violent, and then it
shifts to “the latest slaughter” in
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Peter Fallon, a former visiting scholar at BC, returned on Wednesday to read from his poems that explorecountry life.
Iraq—he

describes a picture of
a young boy there who has been
“skulled” and has half of a head.
Significant, of course, is his being a witness to “The Troubles”
in Ireland and writing about
violence, both in terms of everyday life and larger historical
events. One of his works, News
of the World: Selected and New
Poems, The Georgies of Virgil,
is a translation of Virgil’s poems
about agrarian life.
Like Virgil, Fallon and other
contemporary Irish poets like
Heaney write about rural life,
not in a simple, romantic or
idealized way, but in context of
the tensions and violence of civil
war. Virgil composed “Geor-

gies” during a time of political
upheaval and instability just
as these and other Irish poets
wrote during a time of internal
conflict in their own country.
Fallon explained that this
poetry was inspiring because
it was about everyday, familiar
things like planting and animal
husbandry. The late Heaney,
a personal friend of Fallon’s,
is also known for his focus on
life on the farm, drawing inspiration from local events and
language.
When asked about Heaney’s
love of the poet Patrick Kavanagh’s writings about similar
topics, Fallon explained that
Kavanagh’s writings show He-

aney how one can have “ordinariness of subject matter” and
“trust in local places, venture
into material that didn’t appear

literary.”
Fallon’s own poetry exhibits
this, showing his skill as a poet
by turning widely experienced
events into personally significant ones such as “A Summer
Flood,” which is about parenting and watching one’s children
make their own way in the
world.
Common topics for many of
his later poems are time, winter,
and aging. Fie draws heavily on

personal experience, saying that
many of the people and places
in his poems actually exist. ¦

LYBW event examines male stereotypes
By Sophie

Reardon

For The Heights
On Tuesday night, students and
community members gathered in
Eagle’s Nest to discuss issues asso-

ciated with male stereotypes at an
event titled “Check Yourself Before
You Wreck Yourself’ The Love Your
Body Week (LYBW) event, which
was sponsoredby ManUP, SANKOFA, Sexual Chocolate, and DIOP,
began with a slideshow of news
headlines taken from publications
across the country, all describing a
male shooter or male abuser.
John Barry, a leader of ManUP
and BC ’O7, spoke of the correlation between these male gender
roles and men’s health. He showed
a short trailer for a movie entitled,
The Mask You Live In.
The trailer exclaimed that men
put on a mask—a mask that hides
their emotions, allowing them to
conform to society’s definition of
a man. The film said that males
struggle to take off the mask once
they put it on, however; and that as
a result of the tension between their
two identities, males lash out.
The film ended by stating that
men often have noone to turn to for
emotional support. This results in
violentoutbursts, including suicide

and homicide.
Barry used the trailer to show
how masculinity can be linked to
mental health. He then continued
on to share a personal story.
When he was a senior at Boston
College, his grandfather died and
three weeks later his stepmother
kidnapped his younger sister. He explained how a concerned professor
sent him to University Counseling
Services. Barry said he did not even
know that BC had such services in

place.
More recently, Barry said, his

father died from Hepatitis C because

he refused to seek medical help from
a doctor. This goes to show, he said,
that men often deny help from others
because they think they should be
strong and independent.
Similarly, Curt Shilling, a former
Boston Red Sox player, was diagnosed with cancer after using oral
tobacco products for about 30 years.
Schilling said he knew that he would
develop cancer, but he continued to
dip because it was a social norm.
Andy Petigny, a member of the
Office of AHANA Student Programs
and leader of the event, said that he
hoped that all participants would
“engage in discussion, but that it
was really just the start” of a longer
discussion.

POLICE BLOTTER
Saturday, November 8
1:00 a.m. A report was filed regarding vandalism to Walsh Hall.
-

7:28 p.m.

-

A report was filed

regarding possession of a class D
substance with intent.

11/8/14-11/9/14
A report was filed
regarding medical assistance
provided to a BC student who was
transported to a medical facility
from Mac.
5:42 a.m.

-

A report was filed regarding vandalism to Kostka Hall.

9:59 a.m.

Sunday, November 9
12:47 a.m. A report was filed
regarding an assault and battery in
the Mods.

-
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The group participated in an
activity called “Man Box,” which
involved people shouting out male
stereotypes and the leaders of the
event scribbling down the answers
onto a large sheet of paper taped to
the wall.
The words in the “Man Box”
included: strong, tall, tough, breadwinner, and confident.
Specific questions were also
posed to the group, such as what
kind of occupations should males
have? People responded, “Doctor,
lawyer, policeman, businessman.”
The group was aked what things
males should be interested in. Responses included sports, girls, cars,
money, sex, and alcohol.
“What kind of relationships
should men have?,” the audience
was asked. “Dominant, heterosexual, drinking buddies, bros,”
people said.
After establishing how males
should act and look, the group
discussed what males should not
be. The list included, shy, fearful,
emotional, gay and scrawny.
The group then broke into smaller groups for more intimate discussions. Many shared personal stories
offamily members and friends who
exhibit thesecharacteristics—males
who enjoy a certain kind of music

but are too ashamed to play it in
front of other males, or fathers who
never say “I love you” to their sons.
This type of masculinity can be
dangerous to one’s health, Barry
said, stating that research indicates
that men have increased blood
pressure and exhibit riskier driving
tendencies due to these systems of

oppression.
In addition, males are at more

of a risk for psychological distress
and substance abuse. A professor
at BC, Jim Mahalik, found that

males will likely exhibit depression,
hostility, phobic anxiety, and compulsivity due to the pressures to be
masculine.
Research also suggests that
males who are exposedto shame exhibit more violence, partake in risky
sexual behaviors, and have smaller
supportive friend groups later in life,
Barry said, also pointing out that an
attachment to masculinity meant
that males spent less time at home,
spent less quality time with their
children, and were less involved in
childcare.
Petigny said that this is a “complex and layered” issue, but he hoped
that the event would raise awareness
and catalyze conversation about
masculinity and its effects on the
male population. ¦

EDITORIAL RESOURCES

News Tips
Have a news Up or a good idea for
a story? Call Connor Farley, News
Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or email
news@beheights.com. For future
events, email a detailed description
of the event and contact information
to the News Desk.
Arts Events
For future arts events, email a detailed description of the event and
contact information to the Arts
Desk. Call John Wiley, Arts and
Review Editor, at (617) 552-0515, or
email arts@bcheights.com.
Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we have made a reporting
error, have information that requires
a clarificationor correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Eleanor Hildebrandt, Editor-inChief, at (617) 552-2223, or email

eic@bcheights.com.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to your
home each week or to report distribution problems on campus, contact
Mare Francis, General Manager at
(617)552-0547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a classified, display, or online advertisement, call our advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 Monday through
Friday.
The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays
during the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2014. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS
This correction is in
reference to Vol. XCV,
No. 43. The article
titled, “Spoken Word
Poetry Scene Emerges
at BC,” misstated that
“You Do You” was the
theme ofBC Slaml’s
collaboration with
Wishmakers and the
BC Baking Club. The
theme was that of a
different collaboration.

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL
What class are you most hoping to get into next
week?
about it.”

‘“Death and Dying.’”
—Jackie Batrus,

—Tyler

A&S ’l7

“Haven’t thought

Coyne,
7

CSOM T

-

Source: The
Boston College
Police Department
—

Alex Gaynor is a senior staff columnistfor The Heights. She can be
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1:49 a.m. - A report was filed regarding vandalism to Stokes Hall.

‘“Sustainable Agriculture.’”
—Mary Stack,
A&S ’l7

Applied Psych Prac-

tium.’”
—Kassie

LSOE ’l7

Kerbrat,
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Student Guide to undergo revisions by BC admins and UGBC
Student Guide, from A1
be representing the student body on
that [DOS] committee,” she said.
From the student side of the renewal process, revisions to the Student
Guide will be organized and proposed
by the institutional policy committee
and the student organizations board
for approval by a committee of DOS
administrators. The Office of Student
Involvement (OSI) and DOS will work
alongside the two UGBC groups until
the official proposal date.
Scheduled for completion by the
end of the semester, the institutional
policy review committee plans to present formalized Student Guide revisions
to the DOS by Dec. 5, on the same

day that Nanci Fiore-Chettiar, UGBC
president and A&S ’l5, is slated to
discuss the proposed changes with the
University Board of Trustees, according
to Napoli.
The renewal coincides with a meeting recently hosted by the Social Justice
Coalition (SJC) at BC to field concerns
from students regarding institutional
rights to free speech on campus as
members ofboth University-recognized
and non-recognized student organizations.
Gathering to centralize campus
activism efforts from student groups
across campus, SJC held an interest
meeting this past Monday for students
and the extended BC community—ranging from members of unregistered

student groups to the host of a WZBC
radio program —to recount experiences
of difficulties on matters involving the
right to assemble, host speaking events,
or become an RSO.
Founded last fall and currently
headed by director Nate Osbourne, A&S
T6, SJC stated that it held the meeting
to unite student concerns over Student
Guide policies, namely those regarding unregistered student groups such
as Climate Justice at Boston College
(CJBC).
“We’re meeting on behalf of of [sic]
the First Amendment rights we believe
the University is unjustly curtailing,”
reads a statement posted by SJC on the
group’s Facebook page.
The meeting, which was attended

by about 30 students, surfaced multiple areas of concern from members
of CJBC —an unregistered collective of
about 20 students, including graduate
students, that focuses on climate change
awareness—on official recognition from
the University.
Among others, issues voiced at the
meeting, Mitchell said, are largely representative of the changes sought by OSI,
DOS, and UGBC toward reforming the
Student Guide, particularly those policies unclearly defined by the guide.
“[The Student Guide] is almost so
broad that you can’t as a student say, ‘I
have this right to do this,’ and then [the
administration] can enforce it because
it’s top-down
but it’s not something
that we can use to self-advocate,” she
...

said.
Director of OSI Gus Burkett stated
that, although begun by DOS, the revisited evaluation of the Student Guide is
a welcome undertaking for OSI administrators, and one that will likely benefit
both sides involved.
“This is an opportunity for students
and administrators to work together to
review current policy and evaluate and
make recommendations for improvements to policies within the Student
Guide,” Burkett said.
Over the coming weeks, the institutional policy review committee
and student organizations board will
continue to hold student focus groups,
in addition to keeping public weekly
UGBC meetings. ¦

IATG founder reflects
on empowerment, labels
Jones, from A1
life is so short, it’s because life is so long
...

if you are doing

something that does

not like you from the inside out, why are

you doing that?”

Jones went on to say that people
already possess the traits admired in
others, advising students to coexist
with the fear inside of them. “This isn’t
a women’s movement anymore, this is a
human movement,” she said.
She argued the need for both men
and women to join together to change
societal attitudes toward empowerment
and ending gender-based violence,
citing issues such as sexual assault on
campus, violence against women, and

the refusal to educate women in some
foreign countries as issues that demand
improvement.
“Empowerment is the mere recognition that choice exists,” Jones said near
the end of her talk, adding that contemporary American society not only
doesn’t promote healthy bodies, but also
doesn’t promote health in general.
“There will be one of you in this
room who will never again be the same,
and I preach for the one,” she said. “Because one ofyou will choose, will make
a choice, to view yourself, and to view
your world differently.”
Jones’ discussion was the fourth of
eight events held during this year’s Love
Your Body Week at Boston College. ¦

DREW HOO / HEIGHTS STAFF

Under the organization’s new title, BCEMS held a panel to open student dialogue on alcohol-related instances on campus.

Panelists talk BC’s alcohol procedures
BCEMS Panel, from A1

tive behaviors,” St. Louis said. “We’re

starting with a conversation, changing

GRAHAM BECK / HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

Last Tuesday night, Founder of I Am That Girl Alexis Jones spoke at Boston College.

process that experience.”
She said that, because the University
considers help-seeking incidents to be
health and wellness matters, parents of
students treatedunder the help-seeking
policy are not automatically notified.
For a conduct incident, parents receive the same letter that students do
outlining the basics of the situation.
Following the update to BC’s alcohol
and drug policy, which moved away
from the previously used “matrix” of
potential sanctions, St. Louis said that
consequences for a conduct incident
depend upon factors such as a student’s
history and whether he or she has been
involved in multiple similar incidents.
“Before, we were hitting hard on
some of the smaller things, and not
hitting harder on some of the repeti-

behavior, how to help help students
make choices, especially in this environment.”
These same kinds of conversations
still occur, she said, if a student who was
transported is over 21 years old at the
time of his or her incident.
Robyn Priest, the associate director of the Office of Health Promotion
(OHP) who focuses on the alcoholand
drug education program, said that the
role of her office in these incidents also
involves conversations and information about better decision-making and
efforts at harm reduction. After going
through an OHP program, she said
many students are equipped to more
safely handle their decision to drink, if
they make that decision, with personalized goals and strategies, and they are

motivated to avoid a repeat incident.
At the beginning of the event, Chris
public relations co-coordinator for BCEMS and A&S ’l6, shared
the statistic that last year, 185 of the 295
calls BCEMS received were for possible
intoxicated parties, and this year, the
team has already received 103 alcoholrelated calls. St. Louis suggested—and
the rest of the panelists agreed—that
the large number of home football
games early in the semester, coupled
with night games and nice weather on
the weekends, may have contributed
to this higher number of transports.
The number of incidents invoking the
help-seeking policy, she said, has also
increased, though.
“It’s been working, and every year
we have more and more, and about half
of those are students calling for their
friends,” St. Louis said. ¦
Karousatos,

Students discuss culture, identity through poetry performances
By Carolyn

Heights

Freeman

Staff

Lily Myers first started writing poetry
in a creative writing class in her junior
year of high school. She first encountered slam poetry during her first year at
Wesleyan University. Then, as a college
senior, her poem “Shrinking Women”
went viral on YouTube and won the “Best
Love Poem” award at the 2013 College
Unions Poetry Slam Invitational.
Myers spoke Wednesday in Cushing
001 as part of Love Your Body Week.
The Women’s Center, the Thea Bowman
AHANA and Intercultural Center, and
the Office of Health Promotion hosted
the event.
Before Myers spoke, Danny Deleon,
A&S T5, and Haley Kerr, A&S ’l7, each
performed a slam poem. Deleon and
Kerr are co-presidents of BC Slam,
which, according to Deleon, became an
official organization this year. Deleon
performed a piece called “Dirty Laundry,” about his experience with race in
the social fabric.
“I feel like it’s relevant to Love Your
Body Week because for me, what this
poem is about is really loving my culture
and loving myself,” he said.
After the students’ performances,
Myers began her reading. The first
poem she read was about her brother,
who does not understand the word
“gendered” or the idea that women are

on display in public. She wrote the poem

three years ago, when her consciousness
about the differences between men and
women began to develop, she said.
“It developed from a conversation
with my brother,” she said. “It was
mind-blowing to me. I was like, we
have had such different experiences of
being alive in the world. I never forget
I’m a woman. He was saying, ‘Oh we’re
neutral; we’re all the same,’ and I was
like, ‘Oh, ideally’.”
Myers went on to discuss her experience during a semester abroad in
Argentina, where ‘catcalling’ is rampant.
The semester was challenging for her,
but she did experience times of female
comradery that inspired her next poem,
“Life By Way of Love,” she said.
“Asa woman, as a feminist, I think
a lot about street harassment because I
hate it a lot,” she said. “When it happens
over and over again like it does over the
course of your life if you’re a female, it’s
really systematically oppressive and it
reminds you over and over again of the
body you’re in and how it’s viewed. It’s
giving you a sexual identity in the public
world when it’s really not what you want
to be all the time.”
After reading a few more poems
that focused on how empowered or
disempowered she felt as a woman,
Myers ended with the poem that went
viral on YouTube, “Shrinking Women.”
The poem focuses on her mother and

how Myers has learned from her to
turn inward rather than taking up too
much space. Myers feels mixed about
the poem’s success—she never expected
her mother to see it, she said.
She is happy that it has created
dialogue, although. Many people have
contacted her saying they felt similarly
and that they relate to her words, she
said.
“It was really hard for this to go public because my mom saw it and I didn’t
want her to see it,” she said. “It was a
challenge for me to live up to my own
claims about starting dialogue because
I was like, I want to spark dialogue and
it did cause a lot of dialogue with my
mom.”
When she was younger, Myers was
never attracted to the idea of writing
because her father
poetry —perhaps
wrote poetry, she said. But she writes
poetry to process what has happened to
her and to make connections between
various parts of her life. In the process
of writing, she is able to reclaim what
has happened to her, she said.
“It just teaches me what is going on
in a way. Like with ‘Shrinking Women,’
if I hadn’t written that I don’t think I
would have made all those connections
that these things have the same roots,”
she said. “The power that comes from
writing in that you get to claim agency
over what has happened to you—l
think
that’s one reason I like it so much.” ¦

EMILY SADEGHIAN
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On Wednesday night, students performed slam poetry as part of Love Your Body Week.
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A collaborative path to
a better Student Guide
Each year the Dean of Students’ Office (DOS) reviews and edits the Boston
College Student Guide, a manual for
the policies and procedures ofstudent
life on campus. This process ordinarily
changes little of the substance of the
previous year’s guide. This semester,
DOS has launched an initiative to more
thoroughly rewrite the Student Guide,
and it has enlisted the help of the Office ofStudent Involvementand UGBC
to do so.
This rewrite is welcome and long
overdue. At over 20,000 words, the online Guide is cumbersome and difficult
for students to use effectively. Currently,
it has six sections: one on student life
resources, which covers DOS and the
Office of the Vice President of Student
Affairs; one on student organizations,
which describesthe structure of student
clubs; one on student programming,
which details information for clubs on
flyers, speakers, contracts, and finances;
one on the code of student conduct,
which outlines the rights, responsibilities, and behavioral policies for students;
one on the student conduct process,
which delineates the sanctioning and
appeals processes; and one on general
policies, which encompasses miscellania such as guidelines for students
with AIDS, jury duty, Senior Week,
and copyright compliance. Even with
its breadth and depth of coverage, it
still does not contain all of the relevant
information within these topics for
students, but rather directs students to
other places on the BC website to locate
such information.
It is commendable that DOS has

What makes old age hard to bear is not thefailing ofone’s faculties, mental and
physical, but the burden of one’s memories.

reached out to UGBC to work collaboratively on updating the Guide. The
new Guide’s content willbe determined
by a DOS committee, but the committee will incorporate proposals from
students. To facilitate sending student
input to the committee, UGBC plans to
host open meetings and town halls to
receive input from as many students as
possible. The openness of this process
is encouraging, as it gives individual
students—as well as groups whose may
membersfeel like their voices are stifled
on campus—an opportunity to express
their opinions and help create a more
open environment.
At BC, there has often been significant student apathy when students have
the opportunity to give input into decision-making on campus. A recent event
held by the Social Justice Coalition, however, suggests thatthereis discontentand
a desirefor activism regarding the rights
and privileges of student groups, especially unregistered ones. As the UGBC
meetings are open, students who seek
reformshould write articulateplatforms
and take advantage of this opportunity
to present their cases professionally to
the administration.Should they still be
ignored after the process, they will have
a much stronger position fromwhich to
argue when appealingfor change.
Although allof the final decisions will
rest in the hands of the administration,
this is still an opportunity for students
to channel frustration with the status
quo into productive discourse about
future University policies. Students
would be remiss if they did not take
advantage of it.

-W. Somerset Maugham (1874

be a research subject in one project,
the lines regarding what can and cannot be done to collect data become
significantly blurred.
In October, Stanford University
and Dartmouth College also found
themselves backtracking after they
chose the Montana electorate as the
subjects of a research project. Three
political science professors at the two
institutions sent a mailer with information about where candidates for
the State’s Supreme Court stood on
a political spectrum. It featured the
state’s official seal despite having no
affiliation with Montana’s government.
According to a joint letter issued as
an apology from the two institutions,
the goal was to determine whether
individuals given more information
weremore likely to vote.
Unlike the Harvard study, this
project was not formally approved
by Stanford’s IRB, and Dartmouth
officials are still trying to determine
whether the research has been properly reviewed. Regardless, the lack of
approval from Stanford’s IRB is an
egregious misstep on the part of the
university’s researchers.
The confusion potentially created
by the mailer was an unwarranted
interruption in state politics. Even if
one does not agree that photographing students in a classroom is similarly
unethical, it is apparent that such a
disruption ofelectoralpolitics not only
flies in the face of research ethics, but
is decidedly unwise.
To avoid future infringements, it
wouldbe wise for university researchers to consider whether the quality of
data should supersede the right of an
individual to consent to being a part
of research. More often than not, the
answer should most certainly be no.

-

1965), British playwright, novelist, and short story writer

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Printing reader comments from www.bcheights.com, the Online Buzz draws on
the online community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.
In response to “Choose Your Own BC Hockey
Adventure: Panic Or Nah?” by Connor Mellas,
which ran on 11/8/14:
It’s not time to panic, yet. Scoring is an issue
that can’t be ignored, and the defense simply can’t
compensate for the lack of scoring game after game.

The views expressed in the above edito-
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Santini is missed! He brings a level of physical
play that is lacking without him. The top four dmen-Matheson, Hanifen, McCoshen, and Doherty
are all playing a ton of minutes. McCoshen hasn’t
taken a penalty in the last two games.

What do you think?

Research methods reveal
ethical shortcomings
Last week, Harvard University’s
Vice Provostfor Advances in Learning,
Peter I<. 801, acknowledged granting
clearance for cameras to be placed
in classrooms in order to collect data
regarding student attendance for a
research project.
Researchers at the Harvard Initiative for Learning and Teaching set up
the cameras in order to examine how
many students attended lectures, as
well as whether attendance dwindled
throughout the semester. Fearing
that informing the students of the
monitoring wouldskew the data, they
opted not to tell the students about
the research.
Although administratorsat Harvard
said thatthe students were not tracked,
that professors were not judgedbased
on the data, and that the photographs
were destroyed following data collection, the research project raises important questions about the nature of
student privacy and research ethics.
Students enter classrooms with
one objective—to learn. If their presence—or absence—in a classroom is
to be recorded in any way unrelated
to their personal educations, then they
ought to be informed that such data is
being collected. Prior to authorizing
the project, 80l was given approval
by Harvard’s Institutional Review
Board (IRB), which assesses academic
research, but this alone should not
permit students to be made part of a
study without consent.
One might argue that the increased
integration of cameras into daily life
makes their use not only nonthreatening, but par for the course. The issue
at hand, however, reaches beyond the
specific circumstances of one research
project at Harvard. Ifinformed consent
is not needed in orderfor a student to
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The Great Mod Pasta Cook-off of 2014 A different
intelligence
all “doin’ ragers” recruited underclassmen to cook their pasta, the winner’s

prize being a party invite and “most of
a handle of Ruby.” This made the other

Nate Fisher
On Friday afternoons, in and around
the Mods, the smell of plain pasta
BC SIGHTINGS IN THE NEWS It’s always
a nice surprise when we sight Boston
-

College being cited in a Journal or
Times article. It really warms the
cockles of our hearts to know that
respected news sources value the
research produced at BC. Most frequently, articles cite the Center for
Work and Family or the Center for
Retirement Research, but occasionally
there are others referenced. Recently,
there was an entire Economist article
about the work of BC economists
Tayfun Sonmez and Utku Unver on a
matching theory for lung lobes.
COMETLANDING

-

An achievement in

exploration. The
Philae probe from the European Space
Agency landed ona comet.
21st century space

Really, though, after
we thought
we would have something more than
landing on a cosmic pebble hurtling
through space. We kinda expected
men on Mars, a moon colony, or hyper-speed. You let us down, NASA.
COMETLANDING

-

50 years of space travel,

LAUNDRY THIEVES Did your mothers
not teach you any manners or basic
human decency? We understand—the
laundry room is a rough place. One
could compare it to the African savanna, but this is not Mean Girls so
we won’t. But let it beknown that one
could. Look, we know how the game
is played. If you are not in the room
when the buzzer on your washer or
dryerdings, then you must accept that
some stranger will likely be handling
your clothing and putting it on top of
a nearby washer. That’s fine. If you are
particular about your clothing, then
be at the machine when the cycle
ends. It’s as simple as that. What we
cannot accept is the theft of clothing
out of the dryer. There is no excuse for
this. We have set an extremely low bar
here, and yet you laundry thieves out
there (and we know you are out there)
somehow manage to fall short. Give us
our leggings back.
-

Sometimes it’s the most
mundane things that get on our
nerves. Normally in circumstances like
this, TU/TD is apt to curse the Fates,
and bemoan the hell into which they
have placed us. In this case, though,
we don’t believe we can do so, as this
malady affects all of the other drivers, as well. Instead of launching said
invective and crying on Zeus to punish
the Fates, we are going to offer you
insight into the mind ofthe responsible
party—Trafficus, god of gridlock. You
weren’t trying to go anywhere today,
were you? Of course not. You just like
sitting on the freeway watching the
minutes on your radio clock tick away,
while everything is stopped outside,
don’t you? You know what there haven’t
been enough ofrecently? Seven-car pileups. Those really are afun way to start
the morning. I know what else would
go great with thatbroken stoplight—a
stalled car on a two-lane road. Ihat’ll
really get them. Perhaps throw a mentally unstable person streaking on the
service road. It’s provocative—it
get’s
the people going well, in this case,
it will keep them in oneplace. But I’m
sure it will lead to parents facing some
uncomfortable questions from their
kids. All in a day’s work. Or something
like that.
TRAFFIC

-

...

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@BCTUTD

sticks to the air. When he first encountered this scent at his window in Walsh,
young Tony dismissed it as nothing
more than a mirage. Only later, when
he found a flier in Lower calling underclassmen for “The Great Mod Pasta
Cook-off of 2014,” did the gears begin
to click. This was a sign from above.
The Mods had created a platform for
him to embrace his unique calling. He
could finally cook Pasta Duecento.
Memory is tied closer to smell than
any other sense. As he raced home past
the Mods to prepare, Tony recalled
afternoons at Grandmamma’s house,
watching her cook her signature dish.
“Pasta Duecento” she always called it.
Tony still remembered the recipe:
Cook pasta. Add more pasta. Add
more pasta. Add more pasta. Add more
pasta. Add more pasta...
Grandmamma’s simple prose hardly
indicated the mammoth task of making
Pasta Duecento. Tony would always run
out of something—time,
pasta, water,
gas. Truthfully, Tony had never seen
Grandmamma prepare the full 200
servings. He had merely heard her outlandish story. Grandmamma claimed
to have made Pasta Duecento for the
troops during World War 11.
“We kept them fed for months,”
she said. “It was our duty to help and
defend the nation.” She herself claimed
to have briefly been a symbol of national pride. Tony would later learn that
Grandmamma didn’t move to America
until 1954, a fact which slightly soured
her story’s message. But it had always
seemed like exaggerated folklore anyuntil today.
way
At the Mod, Tony met Derek,
who explained that he and his boys
“were trying to do a rager” but Boston
College’s rules for registered parties
required they cook a pound of pasta
for every unit of alcohol. So Derek and
his boys and his boys’ Mods who were
...

competitors’ eyes light up, but Tony
had no interest in the alcohol. Immediately, Tony knew his competition stood
no chance. The amateurs were trying
to make pasta for 25, 35 people, such
was their lack of vision. Tony remarked
that he had not been provided enough
boxes of spaghetti. Derek and his boys
were stunned. One of Derek’s boys
called Tony a “hardo.”
“Do not leave food on the table!”
Grandmamma could always polish
off small hills of plain pasta, but a 9year-old’s digestive tract fared worse.
Usually, Tony only had to eat enough
pasta for four adults, but if Grandmamma was in one of her moods, Tony
could find himself staring down two
cake sheets of spaghetti. “All boys must
eat lots of pasta!” Grandmamma would
repeat when Tony stopped eating.
“Then they grow up big and strong to
defend the nation.” Eventually, Tony
learned to wait at the table until Grandmamma dozed off to Wheel ofFortune.
He would go to the window and pour
the pasta out in the backyard for the
rabbits. The evening Grandmamma
caught him broke her heart, and so
Tony vowed never to disrespect large
amounts of plain pasta again.
If Grandmamma could see him now,
Tony thought, her heart would be full.
It was as though she were guiding his
hand the way she did when she taught
him to make Pasta Duecento. He was
standing next to her, hovering over the
stovetops, flanked by the spice rack (all
salt) and the framed photo of the funny
military man with the big chin. Not
even Derek’s house music “Cook-off
Bangers” playlist could distract Tony,
the last great “quantity chef,” keeper
of the Pasta Duecento secret. He was
whole sheets of pasta ahead of his
competition. A freshman girl had made
the mistake of heating up sauce for the
pasta. This was an unnecessary waste
of time, as Tony knew, and Derek’s boys
all dismissed it as being most “hardo.”
“The Cook-off is finished,” Derek announced. “Here come the RDXs.”
“Ugh no, they smell like mulch,” his
boy Steve protested.

“It’s either them or the cops.”
The RDXs were among the most
enigmatic and powerful of the University Officials. They were “resident”
“directors” of something, but no one
knew where they resided or what their
power was. Tony didn’t know what the
X stood for. But they were always lurking, and everyone knew to fear them.
The corrupting influence of unchecked
authority had given their early-tomid-20s faces the weathering and
jaundice of late-30s smokers. Three of
them entered Derek’s Mod with silent
footsteps, their skin wrinkling as they
scanned the room, squinting at the beer
and pasta.
“You have lots of alcoholicbeverages,” the shortest RDX commented.
Derek nodded. There was a tense
moment.

“But you also have made a very large
amount of pasta,” the tallest RDX added
in the same monotone.

The widest RDX walked to the table.
“May we have some.” They had some.
The widest RDX smiled. “This pasta
tastes like it could feed many people.
We are satisfied.” They filed out of the
Mod, and Tony felt a rush of joy. He
had done it. Within seconds, he was
holding the handle and everyone was
celebrating. Derek cranked “Cook-off
Bangers” and Tony rested on the couch,
feeling like he’d performed a miracle.
Something caught his eye. Derek’s
boys were all shirtless in their yard,
looking up to the top floor. They were
chanting. “MAKE IT RAIN! MAKE IT
RAIN! MAKE IT RAIN!” Tony raced
upstairs to find Derek teetering a tray
of pasta on the windowsill. Tony’s
heart sank.
“Wait wait wait, you’re gonna waste
all the pasta!”
“The rabbits’ll eat it, dude.” He
heaved the pasta out the window.
Tony heard a loud dudebro whoop.
Three more trays followed. For a
moment, Tony considered pouring
the handle out the window to prove
a point. Instead, he took the handle
home, drank half of it, and had a very
sad night indeed.

Nate Fisher is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He can be reached at opinions@
bcheiqhts.com.

An alternative to gridlock

Diana Kim
Most unbiased news stations seem
to be in agreement that the midterm

elections last week were a commentary
on the general ineffectivenessof the
current U.S. government. The midterms boasted a voter turnout that was
the lowest it has been in decades. Apathy and laziness triumphed over civic
duty, prompted, perhaps, by the lack
of faith in candidates from both the
Democratic and Republican parties. In
fact, in Rhode Island, a gubernatorial
(sidebar: How is that even a word?)
candidate from an Independent party
garnered 22 percent of the votes —after using $35 for his campaign.
Although the Republican party now
has control of both the Senate and
the House of Representatives, it was
not a complete victory for the party.
People are tired of politicians making
promises and not carrying through in
action. So, they voted for the candidates who said that they would do less,
but do it better.
In a column on American political
dysfunction, Nicholas Kristof writes
that a poll taken last year shows Congress to be less popular among people
than cockroaches, and that a national
exit poll shows that a majority of voters disapprove of both the Democratic
and Republican parties—quite a vote
of confidence. The political dysfunction that makes the U.S. government
so inefficient exists because of the
extreme polarization that is happening
within the two-party system. I had it
explained to me once this way:
Imagine a football field. Each of
the two parties occupies one-half of

the field, the Democrats on the left
and the Republicans on the right.
Even during the Vietnam War—a time
known for its political unrest and
squabbling between the parties—most
politicians were in the middle of the
field, with some liberal Republicans
standing just over the line in the left
side of the field and some conservative
Democrats on the right. Currently,
this football field has most politicians
clustered near their respective goal
lines. Essentially, the U.S government
is more polarized than it has ever
been—is anyone surprised that it’s
dysfunctional?
To have a government that
works—and works well—the two parties must start creeping back toward
that 50-yard line. Or, the voters could
just take matters into their own hands
and overturn the playing field. We
could vote to become like England
and adopt a constitutional monarchy
with a parliament because whatever
they’re doing, it seems to be working.
On the other hand, it looks like it may
be time to fulfill Karl Marx’s vision of
a proletariat dictatorship. Ostensibly
democratic, the U.S. may be able to
transition peacefully to a socialist/
communist system without the need
for a revolution. Do you know what
country has a form of government that
works, and works well? The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. Everyone there is happy and content —or
at least the government says so. After
all, the government provides for all
their needs and gives them a purpose
in life.
My suggestion is that I become
Supreme Ruler and Dictator for Life.
I would reshape the U.S. in my image, which as you know, is blindingly
beautiful. Of course, as ruler, I would
claim some prerogatives. I would
take your daughters and make them
serve in my army with chariots and

horses. Some would be commanders, and others would be farmers, and
still others would make weapons of
war and equipment for my chariots. I
would take your sons to be perfumers
and cooks and bakers. I will take the
best ofyour crops, and your property
I would use as my own. I would take a
10th of your cattle and your sheep, as
well. But, in exchange, I will lead you
and fight your battles.
I’ve been preparing for this position
since I was a child. Although I didn’t
realize it at the time, the many hours I
spent playing Sims was just in preparation for this very moment. I micromanaged one Sim’s life, telling it when
to go to bed, when to eat, when to
have fun, when to shower or go to the
bathroom, when to work, and when
to stand staring at ceramic bunnies
for five hours. It survived until I lost
interest, and I figure ruling the world
can’t be much different from playing
Sims. And that was the moment my
power-hungry alter ego was born.
Now, 16 years later, that alter ego has
taken over for good. In fact, last year,
I took a class called “How to Rule the
World” to help me along on my quest
for power —I suppose I have to start
somewhere, though, and the U.S. is as
good a place as any. Although this may
sound suspiciously tyrannical, it will
be for the greater good. As for all the
battles I will be fighting on the behalf
of the U.S., my goblin-hunting hobby
has trained me in the use of a bow and
arrow, slingshot, and long sword.
At the very least, as the sole power
ruling the U.S., I would make decisions
that would be enacted immediately—no more dithering and compromising.
My first order of business would be to
make Pluto a planet again.

staff columnist for The
Heights. She can be reached, a t opinions@

Diana Kim is a

bcheiqhts.com.
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Ryan Daly

A1 Gomez opens phone calls almost as
well as he curses. Finding either of these
qualities in a person is rare, which by transitive properties makes A1 Gomez a rarity.
Never has the word “f—k”
sounded so graceful. Neverhas a phone conversation started
so jarringly. Never has there been a smarter
man that you’ll never meet, with a crackling
laugh you’ll never hear. Language and ink
cannot capture the madness thatA1 Gomez
is, but damn me if I don’t try.
A1 Gomez knew two things above all else
when he was 14: He wasn’t going to college,
and he was going to join the Marine Corps.
His fatherwanted him to become a doctor,
and his father reluctantly signed release papers when A1 turned 17. The year was 1977.
Basic training started in August. Lasted
three months. Artillery for two years in
North Carolina. Four-month NATO Cruise
for a show offorce. Germany. Denmark.
Scotland. Stationed in Okinawa for two
years. Philippines, six months. Korea, one
month. Along the way, A1 was promoted to
lieutenant. Tour of duty ended. Reenlisted.
USS Kitty Hawkin the San Diego Harbor.
Transferredto the USS Constellation. Kenya.
Diego Garcia. A1 spent his free time reading,
recording what he finished. Stephen King’s
1,400-page magnum opus, The Stand, is a
highlight. Philippines, again. Singapore. Tour
of duty ended, and at 25 years old, A1 Gomez
went to the tiny, public Adelphi University in
New York to get his undergraduate degree.
Once you’ve seen the world with a gun
strapped to your chest, starting a conversation with a stranger is a cinch. A1believes in
connection. Networking. Ideas. A1 enjoys
people. Listening. Finding something in
what someone else has to say. Al’s voice
thunders the chords of a room. Every word
is punctual. Adrenalized. Dressing the part
at a black tie event, A1 can captivate a room
of philanthropists balancing martini glasses
with well-placed, crass jokes—as long as no
one kicks him out for crashing the party. A1
drinks like an 18th-centurysailor. He curses
like one, too.
Now, there’s a wife, a kid, and a home in
Texas. A1 keeps the buzz cut, the stocky body.
Lighting white smile ofvery white teeth. A1
gets through about 20 books a year. He finds
John Grisham too politically correct, and Bill
O’Reilly better in writing. He’s just finished
MadamePicasso, and is fishing around for
something new. A1 works monitoring call
centers at JP Morgan Chase. He calls me,
every so often, to see how I’m doing.
The phone rings one morning, and in an
exhausted stupor, I answer with a muffled
hello. A1 is livid. “You’ve got life by the balls
and you answer the phone like that?”
My favorite though, by far, is the Sunday
morning phone call I made recently, standing
outside ofa coffee shop. “A good Irish boy
like you shouldn’t be sneaking calls in from
the church pew, now.”
To complete your understanding of A1
Gomez, I feel the need to make a point about
intelligence.Yes, there is a high correlation
between the degrees and the grade point
averages of an individual and thatindividual’s
intelligence.Al, in his graceful manner, sees
grades and degrees being the number one
indicator of intelligence, like I do, as “such
bulls—t.”
Awarded credentials don’t equate to
superior intellect.
In the morning, when the alarm clock
drones for the masses, and everyone showers
in feigned interest, and brushes teeth with
forced laughter, and dresses up withbelieved
inhibitions, Al Gomez smiles that cheeky
smile and walks butt-naked into the world.
There is no rigid wayto define intelligence across all people, but for you to be
intelligent, you need to ask yourself how
much ofyou there is in you.
Imagine opening the mailbox one day to
find a vibrant purple, red, blue, teal, yellow,
and green card from Al Gomez. It reads “Bat
Mitzvah” at the bottom. You’re not Jewish.
Or a girl. Has anything ofany importance
happened recendy? The inside of the card
is filled corner to corner with Al’s scrawling
handwriting. Novel advice. Good wishes.
Sent because he wanted to send it.
Al picked the card because it had the best
looking cover, and that’s all he needed—his
words did the work, the feared heavy lifting,
and filled the empty spaces up, saying something that can’t be bought for the $1.99 the
card was worth. Or any price, for that matter.
I forever raise my glass to you, Al Gomez.

Ryan Daly is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He can be reached at opinions@
bcheights.com.
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Weak power play offense destroys any hope for BC comeback
From Losing Streak, A8
took a
leave of absence from the team
earlier Tuesday, citing personal
season —unexpectedly

reasons.
In stepped senior Brad Barone as the emergency backup.
Barone, who had never started a

game for the Eagles in his fouryear career, received an early test
from the Crimson.
Harvard launched 10 shots
against him in the first period,
leading to a power play goal
by center Alexander Kerfoot at
15:02 and the first goal of the
year for captain Kyle Criscuolo at
19:31. A poor offensive showing
by the Eagles primarily marred
the first period. BC had nothing
going on offense and only managed three shots in the period,

despite two power plays for the
Eagles.
Harvard opened the second
period by putting the pressure
on Barone again, with a shot
by Max Everson knocking into
the left pipe. The Eagles looked
poised to make a comeback in
the game with a goal by Matthew Gaudreau—replacing
a
benched Danny Linell —at 4:56,
the sophomore’s first of the year.
From that point, BC began its
offensive strike on goaltender
Steve Michalek, as the Eagles
outshot the Crimson 10-3 in the
first eight minutes of the second
period.
Despite this, Michalek, who
finished with 23 saves, kept
the Eagles at bay with several
acrobatic saves, including one
on a wide-open Austin Cange-

losi —the senior caught the difficult shot underneath his pads
before it nearly snuck through
the five-hole. At that point,
Harvard regained its offensive
groove, as Jimmy Vesey and Phil
Zielonka tacked on goals at 14:08
and 18:16, respectively.
Vesey’s goal came off of a
deflection on a hard shot by
Everson, knuckling on the ice
before skipping just past Barone, who had trouble seeing the
puck thanks to a mass of BC
and Harvard players in front
of him. The goalie gave a great
effort again on Zielonka’s goal,
covering the bottom of the net
with a full split—however, the
Crimson sophomore barely
snuck it by him.
York said his goalie played
well throughout the game con-

sidering his lack of experieance.
Kerfoot scored again with a
nasty tip off of the crossbar that
Barone had no chance of defending at 8:31 in the third period,
seemingly the final dagger for
the Eagles. But the offense finally
came alive, with goals by Destry
Straight at 12:03 and Alex Tuch
at 13:46, pulling BC within two
at a 5-3 score.
No comeback came on
this night for BC, however, as
Straight received a slashing
penalty at 15:39. Similar to Zach
Sanford’s late penalty against BU
last Friday night, this destroyed
the Eagles’ momentum, as they
played a man down for much of
their final minutes. Ultimately,
this forced the Eagles to pull
Barone at 18:15, leading to an
empty netter by Kerfoot, clinch-

ing the victory and notching him
a hat trick.
“I thought our team responded well in the third period to
the deficit,” York said of the late
offensive output. “I thought we
had a couple of chances to get
even closer, especially in the six
on five, but we weren’t able to
capitalize.”
Missed opportunities plagued
BC throughout the game. The
Eagles failed to take advantage
of any of their seven power
plays, getting off poor shots, if
any at all.
A few times the Crimson’s
excellent penalty kill matched or
even exceeded the shots on BC’s
power plays, leading to some veteran-like saves by Barone.
The Eagles often fumbled
passes, even when left wide open

in front of Michalek. On the rare
occasion that a BC player cleanly
received a pass, little came of it
only half of BC’s 52 attempted
shots were on target.
With plenty of games left to
play, York does not seem worried. “We welcome the challenge.
We’ve had a good, hard schedule,
but we made this schedule to
play, and we look forward to the
next game,” he said.
This BC squad, however,
lacks the cushion that 2004
team did.
The Eagles cannot afford to
let a tough schedule excuse their
poor play. With many quality
teams in the difficult Hockey
East this year, BC must change
its course quickly to keep strong
in its quest to capture a star in
its titular city. ¦
—
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Swag is what separates the goodfrom the great, and men’s hockey lacks it
From Column, A8
it too, and that’s because confidence trickles down. Confidence creates the mentality that
you can’t be stopped. It’s not
arrogance. It’s a feeling on the
ice that you think, “We’ve got
these guys pinned down, and
we’re gonna get another,” and
the defense is thinking, “We
actually cannot get the puck
out of this zone, and even if we
do, it’s a long sprint to the net,
and I don’t wanna battle any of
those guys in the corner for a
puck dumped into the zone, because even if I do these people
are gonna think that I suck at
life anyway.”
All of that wasn’t created on
purpose. The flow just kind of
happened. It’s one thing to be a
good attacking team with three
really good players, but another
to create a style that produces
swag.
An ocean away in England,
Luis Suarez rushed down the
pitch time and time again as
Liverpool played Arsenal. The
two teams hadn’t even played
20 minutes of football, and
Suarez’s team had already
put four goals past a Premier
League title contender. But
Suarez directly contributed to
just one of those goals. The rest
of them flowed from the rest

of the team’s attacking talents
like Daniel Sturridge, Coutinho,
Jordan Henderson, and Raheem

Sterling.
It was exactly like watching
BC hockey play. There was a lot
of talent, a rip-roaring attack,

and

a

defense that was able to

hold itself up even though it
had to compensate for so many
players getting forward.
Over the summer, though,
Suarez was sold to Barcelona, and this season, analysts
thought about how the team
could replace him. He brought
a bite into the attack. He was
relentless. Each time he ran
with the ball at his feet, he
looked like he was going to fall
over. Once he left, everyone
remained calm, as the rest of
those attacking talents would
remain, and reinforcements
were about to come into the
squad in droves. Mario Balotelli, Adam Lallana, and Lazar
Markovic were all supposed to
make an impact. But that hasn’t
been the case. Liverpool can’t
buy a result, and the attack is
without ideas through the first
third of this season. Liverpool
lost its swag.
Suarez’s play made the system work, and it gave the team
a mentality that couldn’t be
replicated by any other squad,
and this led to Liverpool’s dom-
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On Tuesday, the Eagles dropped their fourth straight game and a loss of the team’s attacking swag is to blame.
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inance. That’s what swag is.
Gaudreau, Arnold, and
Hayes brought the same substance to BC, and it started
a trickle-down effect, where
other players were breaking
forward fast.
With them gone, the skill
isn’t there, and now, it’s led to a
system that looks non-existent,
even though a lot of the players
from last season have come
back. The confidence the team
once had is gone as a result of
Gaudreau, Arnold, and Hayes
leaving, so their style and mentality have been ruined. These
athletes’ abilities contributed
to the team doing better as a
whole.
While the line contributed
a lot of the team’s points last
season, other guys like Fitzgerald stepped up, too. The team
had swag, and now it’s all gone.
Having swag is about more than
an identity. It’s about having a
style that works and evokes a
state of mind within a team that
would make Winston happy,
because it leads to success and
confidence, while putting a
smile on everyone’s face.

FRI.

From Barone, A8
and it led to Harvard’s dagger
goal. Doherty didn’t pinch on
a loose puck along the boards
in Harvard’s zone, but didn’t
retreat either. Criscuolo chipped
it into the neutral zone and flew
into BC’s, sending a pass off
Matheson’s skate. Matheson,
not to be outdone, couldn’t
clear the puck, nor did he move
Phil Zielonka out of the crease.
Zielonka jammed it past the
helpless Barone.
“Our D corps is the strength
of our team, it still is the strength
of our team,” York said. “I like our

D, when you talk about D zone
and giving up goals, it’s really
six men involved, so I’ve been
pleased with our defense.”
York also pointed to Steve
Santini’s injury when addressing
the defense’s play, calling him
“Our best defender.”
Santini would have helped
Tuesday, and this recent stretch
of play on the back end only
confirms York’s assessment, but
Santini would have needed to
become a cross between Zdeno
Chara and Chris Chelios on
Tuesday night to give Barone
the kind of debut that his play
merited. ¦
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Barone made the most of his first collegiate start, but took the loss.
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The Week Ahead

PICKS

Standings

Men's basketball opens up its season on
Friday when it hosts New Flampshire. The
field hockey team will travel to Syracuse
to play Penn State in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament. Men's hockey will look
to end its four-game slide when it plays
an unranked Michigan State team. In the
NHL, Johnny Gaudreau’s Calgary Flames
play Ottawa on Saturday night.
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Recap

MARLY MORGUS

27-15

ALEX FAIRCHILD

25-17

CONNOR MELLAS

24-18

:

Game of the Week

from Last Picks

Field hockey was knocked out of the
first round of the ACC Tournament by
Syracuse, but was selected to play in
the NCAATournament. BU upset men's
hockey in a brawl on Friday night. The
football team suffered a conference
defeat to Louisville. TCU continued its
push for a College Football Playoff spot
with a win over Kansas State.

25-17
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Guest Editor:
Emily Fahey
Photo Editor

After trampling American International College
last Thursday, 92-53, head coach Jim Christian
will lead men’s basketball in its first regular
season game when it takes on UNH. The Eagles
return Olivier Hanlan from last season, boast
a healthy Dennis Clifford, and gained transfer
Aaron Brown, who logged a game-high 21 points
in the exhibition. Patrick Heckmann also looks
set to shine this season—the
German had a
promising freshman year, but is looking to recover after two less-than-stellar seasons. UNH
did not play any public preseason exhibitions.

"Ka mate, ka mate, ka ora’
ka ora'"
CONNOR MELLAS
Sports Editor

This Week's Games
M. Basketball: BCvs. UNH
Field Hockey: No. 11 BC vs. No. 6 Penn State
M. Hockey: No. 8 BCvs. Michigan State
NHL: Calgary vs. Ottawa

MARLY MORCUS
Assoc. Sports Editor

ALEX FAIRCHILD
Asst. Sports Editor

EMILY FAHEY

BC

Photo Editor

BC

BC

BC

Penn State

Penn State

Penn State

BC

BC

Michigan State

BC

Michigan State

Ottawa

Calgary

Calgary

Calgary

POINT

New
Hampshire

Friday, 7 p.m., Conte Forum

COUNTERPOINT

WHO WILL BE BC’S MOST IMPORTANT PLAYER?
Clifford’s big-man presence is huge

College men’s basketball team. Now once more,
with gusto: Dennis Clifford—the big man whose leg
injuries kept him off the court for the vast majority
of the last season—is the most important player on
the BC men’s basketball team.
Understandably, that statement might be difficult
to say aloud —because it may just seem downright
wrong. After all, head coach Jim Christian’s squad
boasts the likes of scoring savant Olivier Hanlan.
And, to Clifford’s detriment, the argument in favor of
the junior guard is really straightforward: in Hanlan,
who had the third-most points points per game in
the ACC last season, BC has one of the most talented
players in the entire conference.
You have to ask, though: “How far did this singular talent get the squad last season?” Sure, Hanlan
clambered to third on the University’s all-time career
scoring list, notching his I,looth point. Meanwhile,
though, his team finished with an abysmal 8-24
record, after failing to consistently outscore the
opposition. The guard, despite his prowess on the
hardwood, could not compensate for the 2013-14
squad’s fundamental flaw. There just wasn’t a proper
big man.
The problematic absence of a full-fledged center
had an immense effect on the 2013-14 season, as
struggles to establish an inside presence without a
definitive five took their toll—on both ends of the
court. On the offensive end, the squad’s limited
options in the key allowed opposing teams to focus
their defensive efforts on perimeter shooting, one of
former head coach Steve Donahue’s strategic staples.
On the defensive end, the team often had difficulty
containing or challenging the opposition’s forwards
and centers, especially the top-tier forwards and
centers of the ACC. Such was the case when Duke’s
Jabari Parker romped through the BC lane to the
tune of 29 points, leading his Blue Devils to a decisive
89-68 victory over the Eagles. (Of note is the fact that
Duke won that game in spite of a 25-point scoring
spree on the part of Hanlan.) Perhaps most importantly, both defensively and offensively, the 2013-14
team tallied 117 fewer rebounds than the teams it
faced, with a margin of six fewer per contest.
As evidenced by the negative aspects ofits play,
the primary problem faced by the 2013-14 squad was
that of size. The team had the talented playmaker in
Hanlan, the architect in Joe Rahon, the elite swingman in Ryan Anderson, and the 3-point specialist in
Lonnie Jackson. But an integral piece of the “winning
equation” was missing-specifically, a 7-foot-high,
250-poundpiece. And so we return to the opening
statement: Clifford, the oft-injured center, is the most
important player on the team.
Clifford’s importance is not necessarily the result
of his talent—though the 7-footer certainly has the
ability to make an indelible mark on the 2014-15 season —but instead the result of his facilitating role. He
can add much-needed dimensions to the offensive
and defensive game plans. He can set picks for midrange and perimeter shooters and can pose a threat
when on either side of the court, with the potential
upside ofreturning to his freshman form.
During the 2011-12 season, Clifford recorded
a team-high 29 blocks and averaged 9.1 points per
game while shooting a team-best .529 from the field.
Additionally and very importantly, he can rebound.
In the two games Clifford played last season, before
medical redshirting, the center snatched nine re-
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Conor Finn

For The Heights
As Jim Christian embarks on his first season at the helm of the Boston College’s men’s
basketball team, he looks to turn around a
program that finished last season with an 824 record. Although the 2013-14 season was
nothing short of a full-fledged disaster, BC still
returns Olivier Hanlan, who finished third in
the ACC in points per game last season.
With the departures of Joe Rahon and Ryan
Anderson, Christian arrives in Chestnut Hill
looking to pick up the pieces of a team that
lacked much of an identity last year on its way
to finishing second to last in the ACC.
Last season, the BC offense lacked direction at times with the confusion of point guard
duties, even with tasks as simple as bringing

the ball up the court, between Rahon and
Hanlan. While that confusion affected the
team’s offensive efficiency last season, that
should not be the case this year, as BC moves
forward without Rahon. The Eagles’ primary
ball handler will undoubtedly be Hanlan, who
is gearing up for a huge year as the Eagles’
primary scoring option and offensive facilitator. Christian’s offense preaches the central
importance of the point guard as the offense’s
main agent and operator.
In 2013, Christian’s Ohio University offense was responsible for creating the MAC
Player of the Year in D.J. Cooper. Hanlan will
be expected to, and also has the capability to,
step into that role of reliable scorer and offensive facilitator. This central role for Hanlan,
along with the skills that he displayed in his
first two seasons as an Eagle, make him the
most important player for the success of the
2014-15 BC Eagles.
No player on the BC roster approaches
the potential that Hanlan has for this season.
Hanlan has averaged 15.4 and 18.5 points in
his freshman and sophomore seasons respectively—no returning player on the roster has
averaged more than eight points per game
during his time at BC. Hanlan’s scoring presence is enough to justify his status at most
important player to the team’s success. When
Hanlan is able to score and do it efficiently,
he will put the team in a position to achieve
success.
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Olivier Hanlan and Dennis Clifford will look to lead BC in its opener against New Hampshire on Friday night.
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More than just serving as the team’s primary scorer, Hanlan needs to succeed in getting the ball to his teammates in situations in
which they can thrive. This represents an area
of Hanlan’s game that he can improve upon,
and he has teammates who will rely upon
him. With outside threats Patrick Heckmann,
Aaron Brown, and Edie Odio, and the return
of Dennis Clifford in the post, the Eagles have
weapons that can serve as great complements
to Hanlan in achieving success.
This period of BC basketball could be
termed and, perhaps rightly should be termed,
a transition period. There is an entirely new
coaching staff, and last year’s second and third
leading scorers have fled for greener pastures.
Not many people have high expectations
for the Eagles—they’re
predicted to finish
14th out of 15 teams in the ACC preseason
coaches’ poll.
This is a team in need of leadership and a
strong start under the new regime of Christian, and Hanlan is the best player to fill that
role. To succeed in the ACC, a conference
becoming more competitive with the passage
of each season and the addition of basketball
powers like Syracuse, Pittsburgh, and Louisville, BC will need the lightning rod that
Hanlan can be for the team.
Since the Canadian product arrived in
Chestnut Hill, he has led the team in scoring
and carried the load for a team that has failed
to achieve very much at all, outside of an upset
over No. 1 Syracuse last year.
In anew system that hopes to capitalize
upon his skills, this is the time for Hanlan.
For a player who hopes to one day play in the
NBA, this is Hanlan’s opportunity to make a
mark on the college basketball landscape and
ignite a —pun intended —rebound season for
the Eagles. ¦
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Repeat after me: Dennis Clifford, the oft-injured
center, is the most important player on the Boston

bounds over the course of a combined 33 minutes
of play.
Cliffordalso brings a sense of consistency to the
team. He’s the squad’s stalwart veteran—a player
who, while benched last season, hollered tips and
instructions to forward Will Magarity. He’s someone who played before Hanlan’s freshman year,
and he’s someone who’s stayed after the firing of
Donahue and the transfer of Anderson—a player
whose rebounding was unmatched and whose
scoring only Hanlan rivaled. In thewake of anew
coach’s hiring and the departure of the squad’s star
forward, causing another gap in the roster, Clifford
is especially essential.
“Just being the biggest guy out there, I really
have to act like a leader,” Clifford once said in a
2012 interview. “Defensively and offensively, getting the guys situated and making sure they’re as
confident as I am.” ¦
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Hanlan’s scoring ability remains key
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Eagles lose
talent, skill,
and swag
Alex Fairchild
Jameis Winston had just thrown
for 444 yards and three touchdowns
in Death Valley against the No. 3 team
in the country as a freshman. In his
postgame interview, he’s fired up,
because of how his team had not just
beat Clemson but annihilated it, 5114. After thanking specific teammates
for their work, his interview was over
and he looked at the ESPN reporter
and said this:
“I’m tryna tell you, Florida State’s
bringing that swag back.”
Then he walked away and highfived some fans.
But what the hell is swag?
Well, I can tell you what it isn’t.
When one of Boston College’s forwards took the puck up the ice, I kind
of dozed off. Whether it was Ryan
Fitzgerald, Austin Cangelosi, or Matt
Gaudreau, it didn’t matter. This was
slow-paced and sloppy hockey, and
that isn’t a style that breeds a mentality of confidence, or lead to success.
That’s not swag.
So, as I sat in the upper deck of
Conte Forum’s student section on
Tuesday night, I got really, really
bored.
The reason I spent the evening
watching that game is because I had
a hypothesis about the men’s hockey
team and wanted to see if it was right.
The playing style of the team isn’t
something that’s often talked about.
It’s a topic that’s difficult to wrap
your mind around and takes time to
understand.
BC lost more than just its three top
point-scorers—and Pat Brown—because the team is now without a
dominant style and mentality. Having
a top team is about more than having
the best players. It’s about developing
a way of playing.
I’m a soccer person writing about
hockey, but there’s a link between the
two sports that can help us understand what’s happening within this
team, so stay with me while I explain
the logic.
There are five things that decide a
soccer game: 1. Talent of the players;
2. Mentality of the players; 3. The
system; 4. Luck; 5. Style.
The most important of those
things is the style, which is the way a
team plays in terms of how offensive
or defensive it is. In soccer, that can
mean being ultra-possessivelike the
Barcelona teams of years past that established and developed a style of play
based around short-passing. Some
teams play with extremely defensive
blocks. Barcelona met its match in
Inter Milan and Chelsea teams that
stifled it with good organization.
The style evokes the mentality. A
team is at its best when it is confident
in the way it plays and not only has an
understanding of the working system,
but also a trust in it. If a team has
those things, then it’s got swag, and
once it’s got swag, the team becomes
really hard to stop.
See: Florida State, Liverpool, and
BC men’s hockey last year.
The super line ran the show and
led men’s hockey on a run, during
which the fans behind the goal were
sucking the puck into the net. There
was a feeling in the building that BC
was going to score each time it had
possession, and that’s because the
team had created an indomitable
and distinct style of attacking play
that could only be beaten by a better
all-around hockey team (Union) or
a team that was well-organized in
defense (Notre Dame).
The breaks were speedy, fluid, and
electrifying. That was the style and
it created a positive mentality. That
team had swag.
The line may have led the way, but
the rest of the team was on board with
See Column, A6
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Nine games into the season, BC’s 4-5 record is the latest point in the year that the Eagles have fallen under the .500 mark since the 1996-97 season.

FALLING
BEHIND

Another blown game sends BC into its
first four-game losing streak since ’04

By

Michael Sullivan

Heights

in a row, with the final loss of the streak coming

Staff

in the first game of the Hockey East Tourna-

On March 11, 2004, the Boston sports world
had a vastly different climate. The Patriots prepared to defend their title after winning their
second Super Bowl in three years. Red Sox
fans still clamored for a championship that had
eluded Fenway Park since 1918. Eighteen-yearold rookie Patrice Bergeron gave Bruins fans
hope for a Stanley Cup in the near future.
That date was also the last time the Boston
College men’s hockey team faltered four games

ment against Boston University. Despite BU’s
first round upset of the top-seeded Eagles, BC
easily cruised into the NCAA tournament with
a 30-11 -4 record before falling to a tough Maine
team in the semifinal round of the Frozen Four
at the hometown Fleet Center.
More than 10 years later, Tuesday evening’s
6-3 loss to the Harvard Crimson at Conte Forum —BC’s
first loss to Harvard since 2006 —
dropped the Eagles to 4-5. This is the latest
point in the year in which the Eagles have fallen

HEIGHTS EDITOR

under the .500 mark since 1996-97, head coach
Jerry York’s most recent losing season.
Before the puck dropped, the Eagles had a
disadvantage against a hot Harvard team coming off a 4-0 shutout at Rensselaer and a 2-2
overtime tie at defending champion Union. BC
starting goalie Thatcher Demlco couldn’t dress
for the game, sitting out with a 103-degree
fever. The situation was increasingly complicated when senior Brian Billett —who started
16 games for the Eagles between the pipes last

See Losing Streak, A6

Porous defense lets down Barone in first college start
With Demko sick and Billett on a personal
leave of absence, Barone filled in at goaltender
By

Michael Hoff
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With Thatcher Demko sick and
Brian Billett on personal leave, Boston
College men’s hockey needed Brad
Barone to hold his own in his first collegiate start. He did, and BC still let up
five non-empty net goals.
If Barone played to his experience
level, the Eagles could have lost by near
double digits.
Harvard outshot BC 10-3 in the first
period and Barone surrendered just a
power-play snipe and a clean Harvard
breakaway. He also rejected two Crimson breakaways on the same Eagles
power play early in the second, and BC
scored just after that man advantage
ended to make it 2-1.
“[Barone] did a nice jobtonight,” said
BC head coach Jerry York. “That was a
very difficult situation to put him in on
short notice
I admired the way Brad
played. I told the team that too. That
was a really good effort in a difficult,
difficult situation.”
Harvard’s first line of Jimmy Vesey,
Alexander Kerfoot, and Kyle Criscuolo
combined for 10 points, and one of them
had a point on every Crimson goal.
“Our best players were our best
players,” said head coach Ted Donato.
Demko is BC’s best player, but beyond
...

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

him, the Eagles’ best players should be
in their defense. With Demko out, the
defense needed to prop up Barone. The
opposite happened, and defenseman
and captain Mike Matheson was at
his worst on Tuesday, finishing with a
reflective minus-3 rating. Matheson led
the way for a defense that turned the
puck over in its own zone and gave up
odd man rushes all night long.
Barone bailed his captain out in the
game’s opening minutes when Matheson brought the puck in front of the
net and turned it over his own crease.
Harvard couldn’t hack it by Barone,
but Matheson gave them a much easier
chance late in the first when he telegraphed a D-to-D pass to Scott Savage
at his own blue line. Criscuolo picked it
off and walked into BC’s zone unchallenged and buried what resembled a
penalty shot.
“We were too quick with the puck,
we gotta get back to the fundamentals,”
York said.
Junior defenseman Teddy Doherty
generated two assists through his aggressiveness, which led to some odd
man rushes for Harvard the other way,
too.

That’s his game, but he left Barone
hanging by not sticking to that game,

See Barone, A6
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Brad Barone held up his end of the deal on Tuesday night, but Harvard still routed BC.

Point / Counterpoint: Key for BC, Clifford or Hanlan?
Who will be more important for the BC men’s basketball team, point
guard Olivier Hanlan, or center Dennis Clifford?
A7
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Reforming
drinking culture

AUTHENTIC
EAGLES

John Wiley
Ask a Boston College tour guide about
the campus drinking culture, and you’re
likely to hear about Nights on the Heights, a
program offered at BC as a healthy alternative to alcohol. For those wishing to abstain
from drinking at BC, a wonderland offree
movie nights, dance parties, and build-abear workshopsostensibly awaits. Nights on
the Heights is a lie, though—it’s the failed
idealism of a generation that sought to end
drinking at America’s colleges with strict regulations and safe alternatives. The program
itself no longer exists here at BC, having
effectively been absorbed into the newly created Campus Activities Board at the end of
last semester. And it arguably never did exist,
at least not in the wayit was described.
There’s no painless way for college
students to “opt out” of the drinking culture.
According to a 2012 report by the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
80 percent of college students drink alcohol.
This means that statistically, a non-drinking
freshman in a forced triple on Upper has a
4 percent likelihood of living with students
that share his values on drinking, and if he
lives in a quad, this number goes down to 0.8
percent.
Assuming the drinking habits ofpotential roommates are not a consideration in the
housing process, a non-drinking sophomore
in a Walsh 8-man has a 0.00128 percent
chance of living with seven other students
who share her beliefs on alcohol. In reality,
you could try to pick roommates based on
your perception of how much they drink. To
completely eliminate your exposure to University sanctions related to alcohol, however,
would require you pick your friends based
solely on this criteria—or alternately, limit
your dorm experience to the University’s
Healthy Living housing—and then report
your delinquent roommate to the appropriate authorities as soon as you notice his or
her habits shift.
Regardless of our personal stances on
underage drinking, we need to acknowledge
that the total avoidance of BC’s drinking
culture is simply not an option for students,
and so long as we’re all bound to it—students
and administrators—it’s in our best interest
to make it better. State and federal laws on
drinking currently forbid University officials
to address the problem in a direct manner. Neatly tailored policies that encourage
healthy drinking currently are not in the
University’s official playbook, if only for the
reason that they can’t be.
Currently, the residential director of each
on-campus community has jurisdiction over
the punishment students receive for drinking, a welcome reform over the near-draconian “Matrix” system in place two years ago,
which demanded minimum punishments for
broadly defined offenses. RDs now have the
power to make distinctions between binge
drinking and healthier habits, hard liquor
and beer, out-of-control environments and
safe ones. The catch is that, even though they
do have that ability, they really can’t tell you
that’s the case—because ifyou’re underage,
legally, everything is off limits.
As students, our best bet of curbing the
binge drinking culture —cutting down on
the incidence of sexual assault, hospitalization, and other negative consequences of
excess drinking—is to actually create the
safe, healthy environment that University
programs like Nights on the Heights only
made in theory.
Further developing BC’s music scene, for
example, could push alcoholfrom the center
of weekend activities and more toward the
periphery. Two weeks ago, the University
allowed BC rock band Lucid Soul to play a
concert in the Mods. This integration of live
music with the already existing weekend

culture created a true alternativefor students
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Teddy Raddell and Carolyn Griesser, both A&S 15, are the current editors of Authentic Eagles, a series published by ‘The Gavel’ in which studentsreflect on personal experiences.
John Wiley
Arts £3 Review Editor
By

Photographer Billy Foshay, CSOM ’l6, will meet
up with writers on their way to class, requesting they
shoot at the students’ favoritespots. Most times, they’ll
arrive with a sign already written —other times, the
photoshoot is slightly sidetracked as they search for a
black marker and looseleafpaper. Foshay positions his
camera, and then the signs come out. “Mental illness,”
“body image,” “masculinity,” they read. “On humility,”
“passion,” “breaking bread,” “don’t ever give up.”
The photos will be taken, the paper signs then
packed away to a book bag or thrown in the trash.
That word or phrase again is hidden from Boston
College, if only for a day, as these students carry on
to class. Left with pictures, Foshay wonders what the
story will be.
Authentic Eagles was first published in January of
2014. Published by Ttie Gavel, a BC publication focusing on online and magazine journalism, the ongoing
column is predominantly curated content: these reflections focus on a topic of the writer’s choosing.
The brainchild of Mike Izzo, BC T4, and Jenna
LaConte, then-editor-in-chief of The Gavel and also
BC T4, the series was born out of their experience
as talk partners at the University’s 48 Hours retreat.
Since the concept’s inception in November of 2013,
Authentic Eagles has featured the reflections of over
50 BC students and faculty. Visually, the series is the
work of photographers Jono Keedy, A&S T6, and
Foshay.
The Gavel now publishes Authentic Eagles on a
twice-weekly basis, the editing responsibility passed
on to Teddy Raddell and Carolyn Griesser, both A&S
T5, at the end of last semester. First imagining the
series, however, Izzo had little idea that it would
endure past his time at BC. He started small with a
set of 10 reflections.
Izzo was never an athletic kid. In high school, he
was an Eagle scout and dancer, specializing in ballet,
hip-hop, and couple. Coming to BC from Wyomissing, Penn., he found himself fitting in with a circle of
varsity athletes, and exceptional ones at that, nearly
superhumanin their accomplishments. He joined the
men’s crew team in September of 2009, and while the
sport didrequire endurance, it did not make Izzo think
of himself as “athletic," per se. Quickly, however, he
noticed others looking at him quite differently.
“I was able to shape this image of this image of
myself at BC as this alpha-male, athlete whatever,
when in reality, that’s not who I was at all,” Izzo said.
“It didn’t feel right—l was definitely off.”
Serving as an orientation leader the summer before
his senior year, Izzo considered himselfto be exposed

to the dynamic of vulnerability missing from his first
three years at BC. From there, he went on to be a
facilitator at 48 Hours, a retreat offered to freshmen
at BC through the Office of First Year Experience. It

was after collaborating with LaConte for his 48 Hours

talk that the concept of Authentic Eagles started
coming together.
“Personally, I was horrible at writing, and secondly,
I was pretty bad at reflecting,” Izzo said. “I was bad at
articulating my experiences, so just being able to talk
to her was amazing: I was finally able to put down in
words what my experiences meant to me.”
Izzo saw it as problematic that BC freshmen were
first exposed to questions of authenticity at 48 Hours,
in many cases months into their first year. At that point
in his own college career, Izzo recalled, hed already
moved away from the person he was in high school,
giving up on activities like volunteering and dance,
which once meant a lot to him.
After 48 Hours, Izzo approached LaConte about
publishing a reflection series in The Gavel, sharing
some of the talks their co-leaders wrote, as well as
some of the freshmen’s reflections. At first, she was
skeptical about whether the idea would catch on.
Out of coincidence, a good friend of Izzo and
LaConte happened to submit a reflection to The Gavel
for consideration —he hadn’t heard of the Authentic
Eagles concept yet. “Jenna took it as a sign,” Izzo said.
The author of this piece was Ryan Galvin, BC ’l4.
Published as the fifth installment of the Authentic
Eagles series, his reflection “On Mental Illness” went
on to become the foundation for the UGBC’s Be
Conscious campaign on mental health.
The feedback Authentic Eagles got when Izzo
and LaConte launched it that January was far greater
than they expected, with feedback circling back to
The Gavel both from current students, as well as
places well outside of BC. The series also went on to
be used as material for several University classes.
“The response was overwhelming,” Izzo said. “At
the bottom of it, it made me realize people do want
to be authentic, and all it took was a few people
writing their own stories.”

was ultimately continued, the responsibility passed
along to Raddell and Griesser. The two new Authentic Eagles editors knew Izzo from their experience
as orientation leaders, but were new to editing and
The Gavel when they took on the positions.

“I think it’s hard being authentic from day-today, and maybe it will be limited to a small 4Boston
sharing or Authentic Eagles piece,” Griesser said.
“But those places are a good start to continue the
conversation in a larger setting.”
Moving forward, Griesser and Raddell have
plans to hand over Authentic Eagles to anew pair
of editors in January, fully moving out of the roles
by February. In their remaining time as editors,
they hope to make it their legacy to diversify the
column more.
“It’s been a lot of people who are kind of similar,”
Raddell said. “A lot of 4Boston, Arrupe, orientation
leaders so far. We want to get more voices that are
different: different voices, different classes.”
Authentic Eagles was loosely based off NPR’s
“This I Believe” series, according to Griesser, a collection of soundbites on often-mundane, everyday
events. Griesser mentions an interest in having the
column hone in on some smaller matters, as well as
the bigger ones.
“Our goal for this year, as well as our goal in
the future, is not just to have stories of hardships
and struggles and traumatic events that people
have gone through, but also the day-to-day things,”
Griesser said. “Like tipping the pizza guy or living the
dream—not necessarily a struggle, but an authentic
piece of them.”
Izzo looks back at his time with Authentic Eagles.
Now a medical student at Temple University in
Philadelphia, he sees the series as a window into
the culture at BC.
“It gave me a great sense of pride in the BC community, because people do want to be vulnerable—
that’s something I learned doing this series,” Izzo
said. “That’s a testament to how many people have
written, but even more so, how many people have
had conversations that were very, very difficult.”

Raddell and Griesser have a “show, don’t tell”

approach to Authentic Eagles. They edit lightly,
keeping away from the core of the story, but they do
encourage writers to take on a narrative style.
“Most of our suggestions are for the writer to take
on more of a specific story, giving examples, making
it more about themselves,” Griesser said.
“Tell it through a story,” Raddell said. “Give an
example of when you saw heroes in your life.”
Izzo left it to current Gaveleditor-in-chiefEmily
Akin, A&S T5, to determine the future of Authentic
Eagles after he and LaConte graduated. The series

Foshay will scroll through his Facebook newsfeed
the next morning, looking for the faces he photographed the day before.
“On Facebook and any kind of social media, you
have these verysurface-level, status pictures, smiling
at a party,” Foshay said. “It’s such a good thing for
social media, because it’s sharing something really
different from what’s already out there.”
He’ll see the person he photographed, the photo,
the sign. And often, he’ll see a person he might have
missed. ¦

not looking to binge drink on a Saturday

night. More rigid Universityprogramming,
such as the concerts hosted by CAB, cannot
create a safe drinking environment—they
can only offer an alternative, one for which
students are prone to drink in excess before
arriving.
The amount of money spent on
programming at BC is a testament to just
how concerned administrators are about
changing the binge drinking situation. Well
intentioned as most University officials are,
however, from the student’s perspective,
the school’s current policies can appear
as an arbitrary system ofpunishment and
police activity, founded on the unreasonable
expectation that students can simply avoid
the University’s drinking scene.
The Night on the Heights fallacy is the
school’s imperfect wayof communicating
to parents that University authorities are actively seeking out a healthy drinking culture
at BC —just not in the way stated. There’s
no painless way to “opt out,” nor should it be
imperative that students do. Until national
policies change, we might just have to
endure the euphemisms, and do our best to
make our own Nights on the Heights.

John Wiley is the Arts d> Review
Editorfor The Heights. lie can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.

Diversity in television: looking beyond the differences
Phoebe Fico
When I was growing up, I had to look to
cartoons like Hey Arnold, As Told by Ginger,
and the occasional South Park episode
when my parents were not home, to find
characters to whom I related. There were
no characters on TV played by a flesh and
blood actor to whom I, or anyone who was
not white, straight, and able-bodied, could
relate. Then, something happened. Something wonderful happened. TV became
more diverse.
This season there are five women of
color leading shows on network television:
Kerry Washington as Olivia Pope on ABC’s
Scandal, Mindy Kaling as Mindy Lahiri on
Fox’s Tlie Mindy Project, Viola Davis as Annalise Keating on ABC’s How to Get Away
with Murder, Nicole Beharie playing Abbie
Mills on Fox’s Sleepy Hollow, and Gina
Rodriguez as JaneVillanueva on the CW’s
Jane the Virgin.
The most promising thing about this

type of diversity and representation, instead
ofothers—for example, movies written and
directed by Tyler Perry—is that it resisted
the temptation of relying on and portraying
stereotypes. Rodriguez plays a character who
spends her life trying to avoid the stereotypes of the Latina maid and the mistakes
ofher mother, as the young, teen mom. The
show, however, does it without judgment
because Jane has a stable and loving family
comprised of her mother and grandfather,
despite the stereotypical absentee father.
It is a great feat, considering that the show
operates within the extremely stereotypical
and exaggerated framework of a telenovela
converted for English audiences.
The only Asian-American to lead a
network television show is Kaling, who, like
Rodriguez, smashes the stereotypes of her
race. Yes, she is incredibly smart: She is a
doctorwho went to Columbia University.
She is also incredibly shallow and irresponsible, however. She loves reality TV and is late
so many times that her boyfriend leavesher
at a comedy club to teach her a lesson.

Similarly, all three of the characters
played by African American women (Washington, Davis, and Beharie, respectively)
defy the overused image of the uneducated,
irresponsible, and wild black woman—the
woman who has 12 children by 12 different men. Instead, all of these women are at
the top in their respective fields. They are
the first ones who people call when they
are in trouble and the people from whom
everyonewants to learn. They are also a
mess in their personal lives, however, with
two having affairs with married people, and
the third having a history of mental illness.
They defy convention by being more than
one thing—they defy stereotypes by being
complex.
ABC’s new show, Blackish, is in a similar
vein and the closest thing that TV viewers
have as an heir to the Cosby Show. The show
describes an African American family that
is comfortably upper-middle class as well as
the struggles that come with not fitting into
the inner city, hip-hop-listening stereotype
of a black person.

The Netflix series Orange is theNew
Black is a hallmark for transgendered people,
as Laverne Cox stars as the first openly transgendered person and plays the character
Sophia. On the show, she never explains how
it feels to be transgender, why she is the way
she is, or even why she wanted to change
her body. And it never feels like she has to.
Frankly, that is the least interesting thing
about her. What is the most interesting,
however, is the fact that she is a felon with a
mysterious past. For a transgender character,
not having to explain is almost unheard of.
This season TV hasbecome more diverse
with people of different colors and genders
appearing on our screens. It is seeing them
and the various types of complexities in
characters represented that is making TV so
much more progressive. They are allowed to
be more than just their differences. They are
allowed to be people, and that is a revolution.

Phoebe Fico is a contributorfor The
Heights. She can be reached at arts@
bcheights.com.
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Nothing but
the truth?

Michelle Tomassi
Lying [noun]: the telling of lies, or false
statements; untruthfulness.
When I was younger, lying was as easy
as breathing. I loved to spin tales, and
fooling people was simple when I had such
an innocent, trustworthy face. I told my

ARTHUR BAIUN

Director Joe Meade (A&S 15) brings

‘Red/ a Tony Award-winningplay set in

/

FOR THE HEIGHTS

1950s New York City at the end of abstract expressionist Mark Rothko’s career, to the Bonn Studio Theatre.

Rothko’s studio comes to the Bonn for artistic show ‘Red’
By

Josh Behrens

For The F[eights
Red canvases bask in crisp, red light,
accented by red paint splatters, brushes,
and buckets strewn across the surfaces.
The setting is the New York City studio
of abstract artist Mark Rothko. Finished
paintings of pulsating red squares, entrapped in black boxes, fill the backdrop
while half-finished red and black pieces
sit in the foreground—as if daring the
audience to come and complete them.
This is stage set for Red in the Bonn
Studio Theater—the
show that will run
today through Saturday.
Crimson, scarlet, ruby, cherry, maroon: red-upon-red saturates the stage
as Rothko (Leo Bond, LGSOE T6) asks
the audience, “What do you see?” His
assistant Ken, (Matt Consalvo, A&S
T5) speaks for us when he answers the
only justifiable response: red. Yet both
the answer and the color are more than
they appear to be, as Red expertly paints
a tale of art, color, and just what it is to
be human.
Director Joe Meade, A&S T5, brings
the Tony Award winning play Red, written by John Logan, to Bonn in great
style. Set in the late 1950s at the end of
abstract expressionist Rothko’s career,
Red begins as a decaying and tired

Rothko undertakes creating a set of
paintings for a newly-built restaurant
with the help of his young, naive assistant, Ken. Over the course of the next
two years, Rothko attempts to instill
the underlying ideas behind his art in
Ken as they struggle to reconcile artistic perspectives. It is a clash of young
and old, novel and antiquated, red and
black. Once at the precipice of a budding
movement, Rothko sees his contemporaries fall victim to consumer culture
and depression—demons he is forced to
face himself over the course of the show.
Meanwhile, Ken’s past and future are in
constant limbo, and this inner turmoil
boils over into the studio.
Consalvo does well in the role of
Ken, shifting from a timid, unknowing
ingenue to a burgeoning artist willing to
challenge Rothko. Respectively, Bond’s
take on the influential artist is a powerful depiction of a virtuoso in decline,
someone who has it all and still lacks.
At first, the two seem a little hesitant to
fully dive into their characters, but this
doubt quickly diminishes, leaving us a
show that is bigger than the sum of its
parts as these two actors play off each
other masterfully to show a transformation in both their roles as artists and in
their psyches, each changing as the relationship between them becomes more

intimate. It is here that they truly shine,

free to feed off of the red-hot energy
created as egos and tempers meet, sparks

flying in the name of their art.
The whole concept of what makes
an artist helps the play to transcend
the period in which it is set. Rothko’s
seemingly amateur paintings are deconstructed into the bare truth behind
each brushstroke as we, along with
Ken, are challenged to see more than
just red. Asking us to “allow them their
grandeur in silence,” we can’t help but
admire Rothko’s incessant need to present tragedy, color, and motion through
his paintings to an unsophisticated,
oftentimes apathetic, audience.
Red dares audiences to look at their
lives through the lens of color, a refreshing task that Red masterfully handles,
allowing them to consider their own preconceptions about art and where pieces
like Rothko’s fit in their own, personal
artistic framework.
The lighting and sound design for Red
bring the show’s concept to our senses,
working in tandem with a skillful cast.
As Rothko says in the show, lighting is
everything when it comes to his art: the
right lights intensify his work and allow
the colors to dance on the canvas. So
too do the light cues function within
Red, allowing the actors to dance, so

speak, across the stage where they
would otherwise be left still. Instead
of just playing support, the lights take
a leading role in progressing the story,
setting the scene, adopting a mood, or
displaying a change.
The sound appears as if a soundtrack
in a movie, seemingly swelling in emotional crescendos and heightening feeling in what would otherwise be silence.
Aided by the craftily designed set,
Rothko’s studio is transported 50 years
into the future and the actors are free to
paint their every emotion into the show.
The end result is pulsating with vibrant,
red energy that builds tension between
the two, and ultimately, creates a synergy
between them.
The mind keeps wandering back
to the show’s first question: “What do
you see?” Again and again, the answer
seems to be “red.” The glowing passion
both characters possess, their bloodred
aggression as they fight for theirbeliefs,
the subtle friendship that develops, and
the vermilion fire felt leaving the theater,
emblazoned by a newfound respect for
the color. The beauty of Red is that, just
like the Rothko paintings it is about, it is
a slightly different shade for every audience member, no two experiences exactly
alike. Red is simultaneously everything
red and anything but. ¦
to

THIS WEEKEND in arts
BY: ARIANA IGNERI

1. ANNIE THE MUSICAL’
(THROUGH SUNDAY 11/16)

ASSOCIATE ARTS

&

REVIEW EDITOR

5. MY MOTHER’S FLEABAG
(FRIDAY 11/14 AND SATURDAY 11/15, 7
P.M. & 10 P.M.)

Bet your bottom dollar on Annie The Musical before
it ends its run at the Wang Theatre this weekend.
The Tony Award-winning production includes hits
like “Tomorrow,” “I Don’t Need Anything But You,”
and “It’s A Hard Knock Life.” See citicenter.org/annie for performance times and to purchase tickets,
which start at $49.70.

If you’ve got an itch for improv, My Mother’s Fleabag’s
Fall Big Shows might justbe your fix. The comedy group
is performing in The O’Connell House four separate
times this weekend—on Friday and Saturday at 7 p.m.
and 10 p.m. The show is free, but seating is limited.

2. 808 DYLAN CONCERT
(SATURDAY 11/15, 8 P.M.)

6. RED’
(THURSDAY
7:30 P.M.)

The times may be a changin’, but classic folk singer
Bob Dylan is still touring like a rolling stone. Tickets
for his Boston show at the Orpheum Theatre on
Friday night start at $63.70 through Ticketmaster.

The Bonn Theatre will be burning ‘Red’ this weekend,
as BC’s Contemporary Theater presents a play about
abstract expressionistpainter MarkRothko. Tickets for
the show are $lO through Robsham prior to fees.
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3. BOSTON COMEDY FESTIVAL
(THROUGH SATURDAY 11/15)

4.CAREER NIGHT FOR THE ARTS
(THURSDAY 11/13, 7 P.M.)

Down for some stand up? Check out the last few days
of the 15th annual Boston Comedy Festival, including
competitions and performances at the Davis Square
and Somerville Theatres and Nick’s Comedy Stop,
among others. There will even be a marathon of The
Three Stooges. See bostoncomedyfest.com/shows for
tickets, locations, and times.

Get crafty with your post-grad job hunt, and get yourself
to the 16th annual Career

Night for the Arts in Devlin

Hall’s McMullen Museum. The event will provide
students with the opportunity to talk to and network
with BC alumni who’ve successfully created careers for
themselves in writing, music, film, theatre, photography,
and more.

11/13 TO SATURDAY 11/15,

7. TIMMY GLOBAL HEALTH BENEFIT
CONCERT
(THURSDAY 11/13, 7 P.M.)
Get your dose of a cappella, dance, and poetry this
Thursday in Devlin 008 at Timmy Global Health’s benefit concert—featuring Sexual Chocolate, the Sharps,

Spoken Word, and more. Admission is $5, with all proceeds going to the organization’s clinics in Guatemala.
There will be pizza.

second-grade teacher that I was allergic
to dust, so that she would excuse me from
classroom cleaning time. I told my mother
that my sister stole the last piece of the
1,000-piece puzzle sitting in our living room,
when in reality I had just taken it for my own
amusement. And I told anyone who asked
that my first kiss happened when I was five
years old, with my kindergarten boyfriend
named Anthony. In reality, the furthest we
got was holding hands for a lengthy two seconds while we were pretend-married by our
pretend-priest in front of the swing set.
Somewhere down the road, I had
some moral sense knocked into me, and
I vowed to be more honest. It wasn’t hard
when I barely spoke—and when I did, I was
so concerned with being liked that I only
spoke words of praise. Were these excessive
compliments considered lies? They weren’t
untrue, but just an extension of how I actually felt. An exaggeration, if you will.
Exaggerate [verb]: to magnify beyond
the limits of truth; overstate; represent
disproportionately.
When I came to Boston College, I found
myself doing quite a lot of exaggerating. I
didn’t want to falsify the person I was, but I
didn’t want to seem inadequate, either. So,
maybe I overstated my love of poetry to get
the approval of my fellow English majors.
Maybe I exaggerated my knowledge of
copy editing on my application to become a
Heights editor my freshman year. And I most
definitely exaggerated how much I loved BC
to my family back home, when in reality I
was feeling scared and detached.
When I finally had the chance to write
an editor’s column last year, I saw it as an
opportunity to finally be myself—and to
share my honest opinions with the BC community. Not once did I find myselflying or
exaggerating to make myself (and others)
look good. At least, that’s what I told myself.
This week, I was assigned to read Lying
by Lauren Slaterfor one ofmy English
courses. As the title suggests, Slater admits
to having falsified certain details in her
memoir about having epilepsy, but she
never actually asserts that she is a liar.
Rather, the first chapter is composed of
two single words: “I exaggerate.” Slater
has explained on many occasions that her
work should not be read for its historical or
factual accuracy, but for the metaphorical
truth that arises from her narrative. Our
professor then asked the journalists in the
room if the tendency to lie or exaggerate is
present in newspaper writing. Freshman
year, my answer would have been simple:
absolutely not. Journalism is where the facts
are reported, and subjects are represented
as truthfully as possible. There is no place
for lying in a newsroom.
Now, as a senior who has written
countless words for The Heights, I’m not so
sure that my writing has been completely
truthful. Especially in my column writing,
I tend to pull small details from my life that
wouldn’t be significant otherwise, and magnify them in order to make a larger point
about some issue or theme. Sometimes I
even craft scenarios around them—scenarios that could have happened, but didn’t
occur exactly how I depicted them.
It’s occurred to me that the reason why I
exaggerate, the reason why I can’t just write
what I feel without including buffer details,
is because I’m searching for something to
validate my thoughts. And this need to have
self-validation is not just a habit of my column writing: it seeps into many parts of my
life. While I cannot speak on behalf of the
entire student body, it’s safe to say that we all
exaggerate sometimes in order to self-validate. We exaggerate our interest in a topic in
order to seem scholarly and well-informed.
We tell ourselves that finding a job or graduate school is a top priority, when in reality
there are moments of apathy that seep into
our determination. We smile for the camera
and put the photo on Instagram one day to
show how much fun we’re having, even if
the other days of the week have been pretty
crappy.
This is normally the part where I attempt to share a bit of wisdom with my
readers, and give them some reason for
reading all the way to the end. As I write my
penultimate column as a Heights editor, I
don’t have a moral lesson, just a confession:
sometimes I lie. Sometimes I exaggerate. I
don’t always have something interesting to
say in this column space, and there are days
where I just don’t thinkthat what I have to
say is good enough. We all stretch the truth
sometimes for thesake of the story, and I
am alwayswilling to do whatever it takes to
tell a good one. Today, however, I don’t have
a solution, or a neat-and-tidy ending.
And that’s the truth.

Michelle Tomassi is the Asst. Arts £3
Review Editorfor The Heights. She can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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Pink Floyd sets sail for the last time on ‘The Endless River’
By

its album cover, which

James Farrell

Heights

Staff

Maybe you were sitting in the
car with your dad, blasting The Wall
over vibrating speakers. Maybe you
put your headphoneson in a crowded place and let Wish You Were Here
take you somewhere desolate, yet
oddly soothing. Or maybe you were
lying on your back in a basement
with the lights off, meditating to
Dark Side of the Moon, pondering
greed, insanity, and how quickly 10
years have gotten behind you.
For decades, Pink Floyd’s music
has elicited these kinds of pseudospiritual experiences in fans and
music lovers more generally. Perhaps it’s the psychedelic sound effects, epic guitar solos, or cathartic
and often off-putting builds. Perhaps it’s the rock operas, or the 50minute-long concept albums that
play through without pause. Indeed,
Pink Floyd’s volume of work is more
than just a collection of music: it is a
series of album-long journeys, with
each journey greater than any one
of its parts. Floyd’s first new album
in 20 years, The Endless River, is no
exception, as the band takes us on
one final journey to reflect on the
past and to say good-bye.
The Endless River feels a lot like

depicts a

lone boatman paddling on a vast
sea of clouds. The sunset he paddles
toward is comfortinglyreflective, as
though we know he’ll never reach it,
but we are content to aimlessly float
toward it with him. Endless River is
a hugely sensory experience, built
on swells and ambient sound effects
that mindlessly and gently carry us
in the direction of that sunset.
The journey is divided into four
“Sides,” with each song a “part”
of one Side. The first track on the
album, titled “Side 1, pt. 1: Things
Left Unsaid,” sets the tone for what
follows. Its title calls attention to the
album’s fascination with words, language, and communication —which
is ironically played out without very
many words at all (only one of the
album’s 21 tracks has sung lyrics).
The first few seconds are reminiscent of the beginning of Dark
Side ofthe Moon: a brief moment of
silence followed by an assortment of
distant noises and recorded voices.
On Dark Side, those voices spoke
about insanity. On River, they speak
about failed communication. “There
are a lot of things unsaid as well,” one
voice says. “We shout and argue and
fight and work it on out,” another
says, shrouded in echo.
Organs, synthesizers, and
dreamy guitar grow to create the

peaceful, cloudy river that our lone
boatman finds himself on, ebbing
and flowing toward God-knowswhere. These sounds flood into
“Side 1, pt. 2: It’s What We Do.”
After another minute of floating,
we finally hit something concrete.
The drums enter with authority,
a synthesized horn plays a floating melody over the still swelling
organ and the newly introduced
bass, and David Gilmour scatters
familiar guitar licks. It’s one of the
best moments on the album—the
culmination of an almost six-minute-long introduction thatwill make

you smile with nostalgia and say,
“Welcome back.”
The album is clearly a good-bye
album; its best moments are self-referential, calling back to earlier Pink
Floyd material. “Side 3, pt. 4: Allons-y (1)” is a clear imitation of The
Wall's “Run Like Hell.” “It’s What We
Do,” along with much of the rest of
the album, has a very “Shine On You
Crazy Diamond” (from Wish You
Were Here) kind of vibe. In typical
Floyd fashion, the album is almost
completely continuous with only a
few breaks in between songs.
With Endless River, Pink Floyd

isn’t breaking new ground as it did
with Dark Side or Hie Wall. Instead, the members are journeying
through the characteristic sounds
that it invented, with scattered examples of the experimentationon
which it’s always relied. Longtime
fans will be moved again, even if
to a smaller extent. The uninitiated
will not understand, even if they
are moved. In its entirety, The Endless River is a journey ofreflection,
a journey of sonic landscapes both
past and present, and a journey
that grasps meaning coming at the
end of a larger one. ¦

THE ENDLESS RIVER
PINK FLOYD
PRODUCED BY
COLUMBIA RECORDS
RELEASED
NOV. 10, 2014
OUR RATING

Marian Wyman
Heights Staff

For the last 13 years, Nick Jonas
has been recognized as a third of the
Disney pop trio the Jonas Brothers,
but only recently has he taken to a
solo career. In an effort to reintroduce
himself to the pop music scene, Jonas
has resorted to questionablephotoshoots and scandalous statements on
sex —this
transformation has been
jarring for many fans of Jonas, who
were first introduced to him as a
purity-ring-wearing member of the
Jonas Brothers. Jonas is struggling to
stay relevant, and in search of himself,
he has adopted a cheap image and
sound indistinct to his repertoire,

parroting the style ofmany male pop
artists today. In his new, self-titled
album, it is obvious that Jonas has
only a surface idea of what it takes to
produce soulful, sexy R&B. He ends
up falling flat in this solo debut, with
any merit he might have buried beneath the record’s mediocre concept
and boring hip-hop beats.
The album’s first song, “Chains,” is
foreshadowing for the weak product
to come. Clumsy, aggressive dance
beats start the track, carrying on
for far too long before Nick Jonas’
vocals take hold. Once they do, it
becomes obvious who Jonas is trying to become —the work of R&B
artists like Usher or Robin Thicke
are immediately called to mind. His

? ????
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Pink Floyd reflects on its musical past with ‘Endless River,’ the first new album that the band has released in 20 years.

vocals aren’t unpleasant, per se, but
they are eerily similar to what has
been found in the industry for years
now. “Chains” is the first indicator of
just how basic Nick Jonas, the album,
shapedup to be, and how little Jonas,
the artist, ventured out of the realm
of today’s generic pop sound.
Another weaker point of the
album is “Numb.” Uninspired beats
and computerized instrumentation
dominate the song, mixing together
to create the effect of a bad karaoke
track—at this point, Jonasis a caricature of himself. His vocals are good
enough for a low-quality pop track,
but by most standards, they are underwhelming. Rapper Angel Haze is
featured on this track, and her part is

NICKJONAS
NICK JONAS
PRODUCED BY
ISLAND RECORDS
RELEASED
NOV. 10, 2014
OUR RATING
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Jonas adopts a cheap pop-artist persona for his new album in an attempt to stay relevant and shed his Disney image.

almost comical in its predictability.
“Numb” is essentially an unfortunate
recurrence of 2009’s dance music. It
feels as if Jonas is trying to roll back
the clock, returning to the height of
the Jonas Brothers’ fame by simply
making outdated music.
Some of the tracks on Nick Jonas
do have potential. Both “Teacher”
and “Nothing Would Be Better” start
off smoothly with a romantic feel,
demonstrating a passion for content
otherwise missing from Jonas’ work
here. These two tracks start off
promisingly, and while some decent
moments are baked into the production, the songs quickly transition to a
pretty horrible sound.
“Teacher” begins with a funky
bass line that helps it stand out from
the rest of the album. It’s retro, soulful, and representative of the R&B
artists that Jonas wants so badly
to emulate. As the song develops,
however, the computerization of
Jonas’ voice and instrumentation
grows cheesy, and all in all, sounds
overbaked.
In “Nothing Would Be Better,”
a lot could be fixed. Here, Jonas
begins the song with easy, clean
vocals, doubles himselfon harmony,
and sets a soft, intimate tone for the
track. There is so much potential for
the song, and it’s all stripped away as
the track takes on unnecessary background noise, transforming tasteful
production to great excess. Indeed,
this song’s quietest moments are its
best moments, and the instrumentals

just become distraction.
Jonas’ self-titled album is an obvious departure from where he has
been before as a pop star. He goes to
uncharted territories, exploring more
sensual themes in his music, but ends
up on par with other generic pop artists. This sound might be new to him,
but it’s not new to the industry.
“Wilderness” is arguably the
most provocativepiece of the album.
Its scandalous, raw lyrics portray
a whole new side to Jonas, reflecting the desperation of his recent
publicity stunts. Just a few tracks
later, “Avalanche” brings Jonas back
to that familiar Disney sound you
might have heard from him in 2009.
A powerful duet with fellow Disney
star Demi Lovato, “Avalanche” shows
off two aging child stars seeking out
new identities. There is a sense of
legitimacy that has been stolen from
both Lovato and Jonas, which they
seek to reclaim as they move past
their Disney years.
This album will sell, if only because of Jonas’ image and longstanding fame. The songs are tolerable, and
that’s generally all a lifelong Jonas
Brothers fan is asking for. Listening
to the songs critically, however, will
disappoint anyone: they are poorly
produced and generally unpleasant.
Jonas hangs onto his place in pop
music, if only because of the fan
base he established in the Disney era.
Ironically, that fan base is precisely
what the album so desperately attempts to shake off. ¦

Foo Fighters’ ‘Sonic Highways’ drives into no new territory
By

Liz Holman

Heights Staff
Dave Grohl has led his beloved
Foo Fighters to the top of the rock
and roll scene over the last 20 years,
making it arguably one of the most
vivacious rock bands of our time.
With each album, Grohl has pushed
forward. From Tliere Is Nothing Left
to Lose to One by One, the band has
had its fair share of success. In order
to continue along that road to success, the Foo Fighters have taken on
what seems to be its most ambitious
project yet, Sonic Highways.
The rockers traveled across the
country as they created this album,
writing and recording eight new
songs in eight unique cities. Accompanied by an HBO crew, the band
interviewed keyfigures in music during their time in each area, including
Willie Nelson in Austin and punk
icon lan Mackaye in Washington,
D.C. This resulted in an eight-part
documentary that was aired on
HBO, creating new fans and building
up hype for the album among the old.
The point was to find inspiration in
these music icons, and to transmit
the energyof the eight cities into the

SINGLE REVIEWS

final product.
In some sense, the Foo Fighters
did just that. “The Feast and the Famine” reflects upon the riots in D.C.
following the assassination of Martin
Luther King, Jr. “Something From
Nothing” details Chicago legend
Buddy Guy’s story of his very first
instrument (“A button on a string /
And I heard everything”).
Despite modest success in channeling these eight cities, however,
the overall product reflects neither
the scope of the “sonic highway”
or the expectations of fans. The album might feature a few of the Foo
Fighters’ classicriffs and mix in the
group’s iconic whispers and screams,
and so, yes, the influence of these
music legends did make its way into
the tracks somehow, but instead of
creating anew sound, theseelements
of Americana get lost in the Foo’s
own formulaic sound. These guest
stars don’t find the room to establish
themselves on Sonic Highways, and
any element of innovation is suffocated under the weight of the band’s

long-running career.
The album still has its finer
points, and opening track “Something From Nothing” is certainly

one of them. The song’s start will be
familiar to fans—a sliding guitar riff.
As the song proceeds, however, it
becomes surprisingly funky and soon
takes a turn into heavier territory,
building and building until it reaches
a full-scale rock and roll aesthetic.
“Congregation” similarly showcases
some unexpected shifts, asit increases in intensity and volume, thanks
in part to Zac Brown’s infusion of
Nashville style into the track. Even

“Subterranean” incorporates some
pop elements and new melodies
into its standard Foo sound. These
songs definitely stray from the band’s
straight and narrow path, showing
signs of true innovation.
Some innovation, but not
enough, as many fans will lament.
Overall, this was a good album, but
it’s hard not to wish thatit hadbeen
a bit more adventurous. Perhaps
the project was too much for the

TOP SINGLES

1 Shake It Off
Taylor Swift
2 All About That Bass
Meghan Trainor
3 Animals
Maroon 5
4 Habits (Stay High)
Tove Lo
5 Bang Bang
Jessie J, Ariana
Grande, Nicki Minaj
6 Hot Boy
Bobby Shmurda
7 Love Me Harder
Ariana Grande feat.
The Weeknd

TOP ALBUMS

Nick Jonas sheds the ‘chains’ of his former Disney image
By

CHART TOPPERS

Foo Fighters to tackle —taking on
entirely new influences is difficult
for a band so connected to its own
history. The Foo Fighters didn’t
implement the cross-country
concept as well as it could have,
and they didn’t make the album
as experimental as promised. Fans
will be left with a sense that they’ve
been cheated, as Sonic Highways
fails to cross onto any new continent of sound. ¦

SONIC HIGHWAYS
FOO FIGHTERS
PRODUCED BY
RCA RECORDS
RELEASED
NOV. 10, 2014
OUR RATING
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11989
Taylor Swift
2 Now 52
Various Artists
3 It’s the Girls
Bette Midler
4 Old Boots, New Dirt
Jason Aldean
5 Motion
Calvin Harris
Source: Billboard.com

MUSIC VIDEO OF
THE WEEK
BY RYAN DOWD

“BLANK SPACE”
TAYLOR SWIFT

? ????

At one point in the lavish
video to Taylor Swift’s “Blank
Space,” she brings her male
counterpart in close to growl
something we’ve long suspected of the pop music icon: “Darling I’m a nightmare, dressed
like daydream.”
In the new video directed
by Joseph Kahn, Swift continues her career maneuvering.
“Shake It Off” was light, a blur
of quick takes, showing off a
range of outfits and situations
Swift felt the need to mock.
She’s not the typical pop star,
and “Shake It Off” was her
clever way of showing that.
“Blank Space” is different.
“Blank Space” is essentially a
response to all the “haters” who
joke that Swiftfalls in and out of
love too easily and too quickly
burns thosewho seemingly fall
in kind. Like Drake’s “Started
from the Bottom,” this is persona building. This is strutting.
“Blank Space” isn’t frenetic and
fun like “Shake It Off” it actually
builds drama pretty well—from
Swift and male model Sean
O’Pry lounging around in his
mansion, to (spoiler alert) their
chaotic breakup, and Swift’s triumphant victory as she claims,
“I’ve got a blank space baby, /
And I’ll write your name.”
Swift and her theatrical
expressions don’t care what
we say about her, because she
writes the songs. She’s not
apologizing, and really, why
should she? She’s not making
fun of herself, as many of us expect that she might at this stage
in her career. She is celebrating
herself, and she is pretty darn
good at that. ¦

Despite Foo Fighters traveling cross-country to create ‘Sonic Highways,’ the album lacks adventure and innovation.

BY EILEEN KAO
SELENA GOMEZ
“The Heart Wants What It Wants”

MAT KEARNEY

“Heartbeat”

Adding onto his music's usual pop-rock feel,
Kearney throws an upbeat 'Bos vibe into

“Heartbeat," matching well with the song’s
title. With retro synthesizers and tunes
throughout the song, your heartbeat might
just race along with this one.

Opening up to talk about her past relationship
with the Biebs, Gomez expresses the pain
and sadness that she felt in relation to the
heartless Canadian creature. The song shows
off a wide range of Gomez’s emotions, and
content-wise, is quite relatable. Unfortunately,
the beats and rhythms of the song are
altogether unoriginal.

MIKKY EKKO
“Mourning Doves”
Mikky Ekko was the second voice to
Rihanna’s “Stay,” and he is now releasing
his own material in preparation for the
release of his Time LP. With ethereal
vocals and powerful synthesizers,
“Mourning Doves’’ is carried by a strong
concept and fresh talent. Any fans of
indie-pop need to give Ekko a listen.
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HELP WANTED
SPERM DONORS WANTED $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and
give the gift of family through
California Cryobank’s donor
program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERMBANK.com.
$$

THE SAMCKAl 6F PUZZLE)

Icipe

DEAL

By The Mepham Group

sells over 500 Burgers a week!

Eagles Fan Night at The Real Deal
November 20th from sto Bpm

Join us at 1936 Beacon St, Boston, MA 02135 for

WE CAN GET
YOUR NAME
OUT THERE,

Pizza Slices
? FREE
hand cut fries with any burger/sandwich
? Receive $lO in your looped in® account
? looped in® swag, including BC t-shirts

IN PRINT
AND ONLINE.
TO ADVERTISE WITH
THE HEIGHTS, CONTACT

download looped in® from your app store

ADS@BCHEIGHTS.COM.

OUR FUNDS
HAVE A
RECORD
LIKE A BROKEN RECORD.

TIAA-CREF was named Best Overall Large Fund
Company two years in a row by the independent
research firm Upper. 1 See what our award-winning
performance 2 can do for your financial health.
The sooner you act, the better.

/I

Learn more in one click at TIAA.org
or call 855 200-7243.

Outcomes
That Matter

A A
UPPER

UPPER

FUND AWARDS 2013
UNITED STATES

FUND AWARDS 2014
UNITED STATES

BEST OVERALL LARGE FUND COMPANY 1

The Lipper Awards are based on a review
of 36 companies' 2012 and 48 companies'
2013 risk-adjusted performance.

TIAA
CREF
Financial Services

I
The Lipper Award is given to the group with the lowest average decile ranking of three years’ Consistent Return for eligible
funds over the three-year period ended 11/30/12 and 11/30/13, respectively. TIAA-CREF was ranked against 36 fund companies
in 2012 and 48 fund companies in 2013 with at least five equity, five bond, or three mixed-asset portfolios. TIAA-CREF Individual &
Institutional Services, LLC, and Teachers Personal Investors Services Inc. C18456A ©2014 Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association of America College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY, 10017.
-

Consider investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Go to tiaa-cref.org for product and
fund prospectuses that contain this and other information.
Read carefully before investing. 2 TIAA-CREF funds are subject
to market and other risk factors. Past performance does not
guarantee future results.
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Uber convenience often

Bennet’s Banter

The loss
ofa local

trumps surge pricing

Bennet Johnson

Bennet Johnson is theAsst. Metro
Editorfor The Heights. He can
be reached at metro@bcheights.

strategies, claiming Über takes
advantage of its users and par-

moving around in an area, meaning it is often much quicker for
users to get picked up than if they
called a cab. For users who live in
a suburb, such as Boston College
students in Chestnut Hill, Über
would be the obvious choice.
“BC students usually cannot
just walk outside of our dorms
and hail a cab,” said Christian
Sendler, a brand ambassador for
Über and A&S ’l6, in an interview with The Heights last month.
“When I first got here, getting a
cab right on Comm. Ave. was
a difficult experience. Personally, when Über was introduced I
thought it was super convenient
to contact a driver right from my
phone.”
Boston College students have
mixed feelings on the surge pricing. Some understand why Über
charges more during peak hours,
and just accept the higher cost,
reasoning that the convenience
Über
provides keeps it more
attractive than other transport
services.
“If I see that there’s a surge, I
don’t go ‘Oh, I guess I won’t use
it,’ because it’s so convenient,”
said Maria Vetter, CSOM ’l7.
“When you split costs, it’s still
not too expensive. It’s convenient because you can’t usually
get a cab around BC, and even
if you do call one, it can take a
long time, but with Über you
know exactly how long it’s going
to take to get there.”
Other students will weigh
their options if confronted with
surge prices, sometimes opting
for other modes of transportation
such as Lyft or the T.
“It depends on how necessary
Über is, whether or not I can get
there with public transportation or if I’m just using Über
because it’s faster,” said William
Hennessy, CSOM ’l7. “If it’s an
extreme surge, we’ll sometimes
take Lyft, because they have a flat
fee surge.”
Many Boston users are much
less forgiving of Über’s pricing

ticipates in price gouging. This
sentiment was highlighted a week
ago when a woman was struck
and killed by a Red Line train.
Many of the stranded commuters turned to Über, only to find
that prices were 2.7 times the
normal rate.
Some of Über’s
more cynical users took to Twitter, calling
Über out for using tragic situations to run a large profit, implying that the price hikes due to
the increased demand caused by
the disaster were more offensive
than normal.
According to a blog run by
CEO,
Travis Kalanick, Über’s
an algorithm is responsible for
the surge prices that users witness, and this algorithm relies
on the demand of the market to
set fares. The reason for the increased demand, therefore, does
not factor into the algorithm’s
results.
Über’s
calculator only recognizes that the demand has
exceeded the supply of drivers,
and subsequently will raise the
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Famous comedian Louis C.K. is a past performer at the Boston Comedy Festival, which continues through this weekend.

Boston Comedy Festival returns
8

From Comedy Festival, B

America’s Got Talent, is also a
past winner.

“You

want to

hit the ball out of

the ballpark, and you’d [love] to
have somebody from Conan, any
major late-night TV show, or Jimmy Fallon’s producers to see you,”
local comic E.J. Murphy told The
Boston Globe prior to performing
in the competition. “That would
be a dream come true.”
The competition is only one
part of the festival. Headlining
acts this year include Bostonborn comedy legends Lenny
Clarke and Steve Sweeney, both
veterans of the festival. Todd
Barry, Ted Alexandro, Monroe Martin, Ron Funches, and
Lauren Verge, who hosts the
“Women’s Show,” will also perform along with a group of local

headliners at various locations
across Boston.
This week, the BCF is taking
place at six venues throughout
the city of Boston. The standup
event started last Friday and will
conclude Saturday, Nov. 15. At
a midpoint in this year’s event,
McCue hopes that last weekend’s
surge of popularity will continue
throughout the second week of
the festival.
“There are many more acts to
come this week and this upcoming weekend, and it’s going to be
very hard to choose the winner
of our competition,” McCue said.
“Our headliners have been very
popular, and I know many people
are looking forward to seeing the
famous Emo Philips this Friday.
I think people will learn a lot
from him.”
Each year, the festival under-

goes some changes to find out
what works and what doesn’t—always trying to adjust to audience’s preferences. This year,
three comedians will record their
podcasts in front of a live audience. The podcasts include “TV
Guidance Counselor” with Ken
Reid, Bonnie McFarlane’s “My
Wife Hates Me,” and “You’re the
Expert” with Chris Duffy.
Based on the success of the
event this year, McCue expects
that the Boston-based festival will continue to grow and
gain attention from across the
country.
“My expectation for us is that
we will get even bigger,” McCue
said. “Our influence is spreading
all over, but all I can ask for is that
we will keep our roots and continue to be a close community
event for Boston.” ¦

price multiplier.
Responses to the influx of

complaints about surge pricing
have varied. In July 2014, New
York State put a cap on the maximum multiplier during “abnormal
disruptions.” The North Carolina
Attorney General’s Office is investigating Über after a man received
a $455 receipt for a 15-mile trip on
Halloween night. Anew iOS app,
SurgeProtector, has been released
that helps users avoid surge pricing by telling them where they can
go to pay prices that are closer to
the norm.
Über, of course, has a vested
interest in employing surge pricing, as the basic laws of supply
and demand dictate that this is
the best way for it to turn the
largest profit. Many users, however, are not likely to buy into this
rationale, and may still threaten
to switch to another mode of
transportation, at least in the
foreseeable future. ¦

Artists are willing to wait for a spot at Fenway Studios
8

From Fenway Studios, B
shadows that would have blocked
a good part of the building, which
would have completely negated the
opportunity that the artists have
with the north light.”
Due in part to a group of artists from Fenway who went to
Washington, D.C. to propose
that the building be recognized
as a National ffistoric Landmark,
the skyscraper construction was

suspended.
“It was a long and arduous process, but it was completely worth
it,” McNally said. “We now know
that the integrity ofFenway Studios
will always be preserved.”
Because Fenway Studios has
stood strong among more transient
studios, it has always attracted
many working artists. The waiting

list to get a studio has been known
to reach upward of 12 years.
Alexander “Sasha” Gassel has
had a studio at Fenway for four
years, but not before having his
name on the waiting list for over
six years.
“I forgot my name was even
on the list,” Gassel joked. “But I
was veryhappy to get the call from
Fenway Studios saying that I was
finally accepted.”
Gassel moved from Russia to
America with his wife 34 years ago.
He barely spoke any English when
he arrived, and after working for a
railroad company for a few years,
he quit to pursue art full time.
“I love it here [at Fenway Studios],” Gassel said. “The light is
perfect, which is very important to
us [artists], and it is always quiet,
comfortable, and safe.”

Defending all from
the chocolate takeover
From Column, B

8

A crew of New York Yankees
players including Thurman
Munson and Reggie Jackson
sat at the counter at Daisy
Buchanan’s on Newbury St.
just over 36 years ago. The
Yankees were in Boston for a
one-game playoff against the
Red Sox—the winner would be
crowned the American League
East Champion. It was customary for Yankees players to stop
in at Daisy’s before a game the
following day, and have a beer
alongside local Bostonians. For
a few hours, the hated Bronx
Bombers could escape the
malicious hectoring by Red Sox
fans. At Daisy’s, the infamous
baseball stars were just ordinary dudes.
A sign on the wall of Daisy
Buchanan’s bar describes the
cozy, run-down bar as a place
“where anything can happen.”
And that’s true if you’ve ever
made the journey down the
steps from Newbury St. and
bellied up to the bar alongside
athletes like Munson and Jackson, as well as celebrities Leslie
Nielsen and Ellen DeGeneres.
Now, that is all about to
change. Daisy Buchanan’s, a
staple on Newbury St. and a
favorite among Boston’s professional athletes since 1970,
held a goodbye party this past
Saturday. Last April, owner
Joe Camino told The Boston
Herald he sold the bar, along
with a property at 41 Fairfield
St., for a combined $14.5 million. Currently, Camino’s son
is searching for anew home
for the bar, whose name was
inspired by the heroine in F.
Scott Fitzgerald’s classic The
Great Gatsby. According to The
Globe, Camino plans to open
the bar next year at another
location in the Back Bay.
A big component of Daisy’s
success was the daily sightings
of professional athletes and
celebrities who have ventured
into the subterranean space for
a frosty beverage. They went
not to be treated like celebrities, but to be treated as equals.
Wes Welker, Rob Gronkowski,
Jake Peavy, Mike Napoli, Bobby
Orr, Terry O’Reilly, and Charles
Barkley are just some who have
blended into the crowd during
visits.
There were also many romances that started and ended
in wedded
at Daisy’s—some
bliss. Hall of Fame pitcher Dennis Eckersley met his wife at
Daisy’s. So did Scott Zolak, the
fun-loving backup quarterback
of Patriots, as well as former
Bruins enforcer Lyndon Byers.
Legend has it that the humorous island singer Jimmy Buffett
wrote his song “Boat Drinks,”
the lone hockey-related song
in his repertoire, after a winter
night of debauchery at Daisy’s.
In a city that prides itself on
its rich history and tradition,
the loss of Daisy’s is a big blow
to Boston. Where else can locals go and see Rob Gronkowski sitting in the bar stool next
to them after catching a gamewinning touchdown pass to
upset the Denver Broncos?
The bar provided a sense of
community that was uniquely
Boston—a place for locals, celebrities, athletes, and tourists
to congregate and enjoy a drink
in the heart of the city. It has
been an integral part of the city
for over 40 years. Although I
was never able to venture down
into the depths of the rundown Newbury St. building, I
know that the historic bar will
be missed.
It’s last call at Daisy’s, and
Boston doesn’t want to leave.

From Über, B

Chocolate has plagued my life
since the very beginning—it runs
in the family. My grandmother
and father also have suffered from
chocolate’s undying attraction to
them. Every year for my grandmother’s birthday, a chocolate
cake would appear on the table,
insisting that she eat at least two
slices. Most nights after dinner, small squares of Ghirardelli
chocolate would appear in front
of my unassuming father, and they
found their way to his mouth in
an instant.

Soon, the task fell to me to
take on chocolate’s inevitable
onslaught. Each Halloween, I
would run outside with the other
kids, pushing the smallest ones out
of the way so that I could be first
to face the treachery of a basket
of candy, taking it upon myself to
suffer through the Kit Kats and the
Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups that

would inevitably find their way
into my stomach later that night.
I don’t want anyone to call me
a hero for taking this in stride,
but I will do absolutely nothing
beyond the first clause of this
sentence to stop you from praising me.
No doubt, the new Ghirardelli
Ice Cream & Chocolate Shop will
become a location that few can
ignore on their outings to Faneuil
Hall. Should you ever require
someone to act as a magnet
for the chocolate that might
otherwise accost you, I hereby
volunteer to take your place in the
line of fire.
I will endure every chocolate
square that the store has to offer,
so that the rest of Boston can live
free of chocolate-induced fear.

Ryan Towey is the Metro Editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at metro@bcheights.com

For Kayla Mohammadi, who
got an undergraduate degree in

business and went back to art
school after years of working in
business, Fenway Studios’ location is key. She found out about
Fenway from a friend who had
a studio there and had read an
article about it in the newspaper.
She immediately knew it was
something that interested her, so
she applied to have her name put
on the waiting list. She spent eight
years on the list before finally getting a studio three years ago.
“I don’t live very far away, so
it’s very nice to have the option to
walk to my studio,” Mohammadi
said. “The location is perfect,
since it’s right in the middle of
Boston, and the history of the
building itself is just so fascinating. It’s really a great working

space.”
Unlike Mohammadi, artist
Nan Hass Feldman, who has
been at Fenway Studios for nine
years and was on the waitlist for
17—attended
art school right
after graduating high school.
“I grew up around art,” said
Feldman, whose mother was
an artist and grandfather was a
goldsmith for Tiffany’s. “I lived
in Brooklyn, and every Saturday
from ages 12 to 18, my best friend
and I would take the train into
Manhattan and spent the whole
day at art museums. We were
art nuts!”
Feldman spent years working
in her studio in her Framingham
home before getting her studio at
Fenway. For Feldman, her Fenway
studio allows her to focus solely
on her art.

“I spend at least two nights and
three days here a week,” Feldman
said. “When I’m here, I can paint
for a very long time without being
interrupted and distracted by the
other things going on in my life.”
For most of the artists at Fenway Studios, Open Studios is a
cherished event. It allows the artists to speak with people about
what they are passionate about
and have spent their life working on. The event also allows
the community to learn about
the importance of the National
Historical Landmark.
“Beautiful treasures disappear without the support of the
community,” McNally said. “This
building itself is such a treasure,
and once people discover it, they
tend to see the merit in needing
to preserve it.” ¦
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Walsh updates role of technology in city government
By Maggie

Heights

Maretz

Staff

Perhaps most indicative of the
necessity for a technological revamp
from the
in the city of Boston —aside
paper dependency that reigned during
former mayor Thomas M. Menino’s
time in office—is the fact that cassette
tapes are still used to record major
government meetings. With one year
under his belt, Mayor Martin J. Walsh,
WCAS ’O9, plans to move the city into
the 21st century with anew emphasis
on the implementation of real-time data
and technological systems to aid in the
efficiency of government processes.
The new technologically-driven
agenda, the Walsh administration
hopes, will help serve some of the
larger goals for the city: an improved
housing system, increased economic
opportunity across neighborhoods,
elimination of superfluous government information and practices, and an
improved education system (including
a campaign promise to increase prekindergarten opportunities so that all
4-year-olds havethe chance to attend by
2018). More generally, Walsh explained
in an interview with The Boston Globe,
the digitization of Boston is intended
to make it “the first 21st-century city
in America.”
As of now, the plan for achieving
larger, more profound influences in
education and economic opportunity
in Boston by way of digitalization has
yet to be clearly defined. Walsh has,
however, set forth a series of methods
of utilizing data systems and technological devices in order to increase the
efficiency of Boston’s city workforce,
comprised of over 18,000 employees
working across 20 departments.
The necessity to do so was reinforced
by Walsh’s chief of staff, Daniel Koh. “A
huge priority needs to be on digitizing
and bringing into the 21st century all of
our systems,” he said in an interview with
The Boston Herald. “I find myself in certain situations throughout the day where
some of the technology that we use is
impeding my ability to do my job.”
The new, real-time data systems
the idea for which stems from Harvard- and MIT-educated municipal
officials who place their trust in this
information on all
system —provide
pertinent action in Boston, including
the tabulation of shootings, building
—
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A year after his election, Mayor Martin J. Walsh, WCAS ’O9, is striving to update city government with real-time data and technological systems.
permits, and everything in between. A
screen has been set up in Walsh’s office
in order to track and present visually

the various neighborhoods of Boston
that he has visited in the past 30 days.
Public works crews in Boston are now
outfitted with smartphones, and they
send pictures of themselves as well as
their completed project to residents in
the immediate area.
These are not the first forms of
technology and modernity that Walsh
has introduced to the city of Boston. In
September, he launched SolarSystem
Boston, anew map of the city that outlines for each resident the solar energy
potential and installation costs for each
individual roof. Walsh hopes that the
availability of this information will serve
to accelerate the transition to solar energy as well as help Boston to achieve

its goal of installing 25 megawatts of
solar by 2020.
Earlier this month, the Walsh administration announced that the Boston
Public Library would begin to offer a
wider range of technology to library
users citywide, including pay-for-print
kiosks, desktop software upgrades with
Windows 7 and Microsoft Office, and
high-tech multifunction printers, copiers, and scanners. Public libraries around
Boston will offer increased allotted
computer time, updated browsers such
as Google Chrome and Internet Explorer,
and software such as Adobe Reader,
iTunes, QuickTime, and others.
Walsh also announced that the
city’s hotline will be switching from a
traditional 10-digit telephone number
to 311, which is more typical of urban
centers. Walsh hopes to facilitate the

use of this system with an initiative

called “Street Cred,” in which citizens
are rewarded with points for volunteering or reporting problems that need the
city’s attention, like a pothole, broken
street light, or vandalism.
In the implementation of all of these
initiatives, Walsh says he plans to go to
the state for funding. Boston’s move into
the 21st century, Walsh argues, is crucial
and will be marked by tangible progress.
“I can make all the announcements that
I want and have all the speeches at the
Chamber of Commerce and the State of
the City and talk about my vision and
great plans,” Walsh said in an interview
with The Globe. “But it is really making
sure that we follow through on them. If
we truly want to make that jump from
the 20th to 21st century
we have to
hit benchmarks.” ¦
...

Sa Pa brings Vietnamese cuisine to Cleveland Circle
Owner Ky Nguyen

discusses his
culinary influences
Collin Couch

For The Heigh ts
From Vietnam to Boston, Sa Pa owner
Ky Nguyen has always had a down-toearth view on Vietnamese food—come
to his restaurant, and one will see that he
is down to cook it, too.
Born in Vietnam, but having grown
up in Danvers, Mass., Nguyen has been
influenced by both Vietnamese and
American ideas of cuisine. “I’ve always
wanted to do a Vietnamese concept,”
Nguyen said. Sa Pa in Cleveland Circle
moved to 1952Beacon St. this past May.
Sa Pa’s downtown location is Nguyen’s
second restaurant, as he owns Kingston
Station, a bistro in downtown Boston.
A drastic change from classic bistro
cuisine, Sa Pa is thebest of two culinary
universes. “I’ve kind of had both feet in
both worlds growing up, so this is kind
of a culmination of my upbringing,”
Nguyen said.
The Sa Pa menu blends these two
gastronomies into an accessible menu
for all patrons, with “modern Western
flavors” as well as “traditional eastern

PHOTO COURTESY OF SA PA

Vietnamese food,” according to Nguyen.
The opening of a second Sa Pa location near
Boston College has provided a welcome
influx of students into the restaurant. While
the downtown Sa Pa location is restricted
to lunch-only hours, the Cleveland Circle
restaurant attracts customers for lunch
and dinner.
The higher percentage
ofcollege stuper
dents
dents dining;
dining at Sa Pa on Beacon St.
has
has encoi
encouraged a significantly
different model of restaufc. differe
rant, Aside from the new
rant.
option
for dinner at Sa
op
Pa, the restaurant now
features a beer and
wine list along with
menu items such as
chicken wings with
a Vietnamese spin.
“More dinner, funlike dishes” are what
/ the restaurant has in
store for students with
st<

LOCATION:
St.
1952 Beacon St.
CUISINE:
Vietnamese

Searching
for a word
in Kenmore

Maggie

BOSTON FOODIE

By

The Heart of the City

¦

perhaps more conservative palates, according to Nguyen. “It’s kind of anew concept,
so I think a lot ofpeople are a little hesitant
to try it right off the bat,” Nguyen said. The
power of word of mouth, especially on a
college campus, has helped business steadily
increase since May.
At a tasting event this past Friday,
Nguyen had the chance to showcase his
small, unique menu to some samplers.
The event featured a choice of vegetarian
or beef pho noodle soup, spring rolls, and
pork and vegetarian eggrolls, along with
some items that are not featured on the
menu yet, like fiery sriracha-lime chicken
wings. The pho noodle soup, which in-

cludes mouthwatering broth simmered for
24 hours and delectable braised beef, had a
miso soup-flavor without the overwhelming saltiness.
This filling dish incorporates parsley and
other Vietnamese herbs to give a slightly
sweet flavor to the noodles and broth with
just a hint of salt. The non-alcoholic drink

selection offered at the tasting was comprised of Vietnamese iced coffee, chili mint
limeade, and Thai iced tea. The limeade,
at first, is just that—limeade. Fiowever, it
evolves into something both minty and
smoky, unlike any other citrus drink being
concocted today. Along with the freshly
picked feeling that the vegetable-filled
spring rolls give, the pork eggrolls offer a
rich, flaky option for an appetizer. For those
who are feeling a little more adventurous,
Sa Pa’s sriracha-lime chicken wings are
a sizzling choice, and not for the faint of
heart (or the taste buds). Even though the
wings are spicy, they also pack a delicious,
peppery punch.
Although Nguyen and his Sa Pa staff are
still waiting to see how their more accessible
Vietnamese endeavor turns out, they have
high hopes for the future. “If people like the
concept and the food works, I’m an ambitious person, so you’ll probably see more,”
Nguyen said. After eating at Sa Pa, that
should be music to any diner’s ears. ¦

Powers

The early July air hung lazily in
Kenmore Square. The streets were
moving with people and buses in a
remarkably unremarkable way. Everything was ordinary, in place, and
normal. But then memories came.
They hit me in my stomach, with a
force not unlike when a wave surprises
you in the shallow water, all at once
knocking your feet out from under you
and leaving your mouth open, gasping
for air, and your cheeks glowing—half
at amusement at your floundering self
and half in embarrassment that you
were taken by surprise by something
that so obviously could happen.
The memories weren’t necessarily bad. There was my littlest brother
on my dad’s shoulders, only his tiny
Red Sox cap visible bobbing through
the crowd. The earnest longing of a
suburban middle school girl to one
day be one of those graceful young
adults, unwavering in her high heels.
The snow-covered eyelashes of a boy
I no longer love. Red coffee cups held
in the soft hands of a dear friend. A
date that wasn’t exactly a success, but
the best date I’ve been on. This weird,
dramatic, movie-reel like moment was
one of those intangible pains—the
ache of passing time that comes oh so
frequently as a 20-something.
It’s funny how the constraints of
language filter and limit moments
like mine in the middle of Kenmore
Square. I felt silly for feeling such theatrical longing and pain on a Tuesday
morning in July when absolutely nothing was wrong.
Anew YouTube channel is out to
fill those gaps in the English language.
The Dictionary of Obscure Sorrows is
John Koenig’s attempt to offer patches
for the holes where words fail. He
wants to give ownership and life to the
strangely powerful emotions that occasionally arrive in the very forefront
of our consciousness.
Koenig writes on his website, “I
think the act of naming something
implies, very simply, that you’re not
alone. We give names to things so we
can talk about them. Once there is a
word for an experience, it feels contained somehow—and the container
has a handle, which makes it much
easier to pick up and pass around.
Kinda comforting.”
And his website does just that. The
definitions range from those that incite a knowing laugh (example: hanker
sore —“finding
a person so attractive it
actually kind of pisses you off”) to the
painfully true (example: monachopsis—“the
subtle but persistent feeling
of being out of place, as maladapted
to your surroundings as a seal on a
beach —lumbering,
clumsy, easily
distracted, huddled in the company of
other misfits, unable to recognize the
ambient roar of your intended habitat,
in which you’d be fluidly, brilliantly,
effortlessly at home”). But some of
the definitions were things I had felt
but didn’t know I needed a word for,
like forgetting how good it felt to be
hugged by your mother after being
away for many months.
Right now, Koenig has two videos
on his YouTube channel, two videos
that are two definitions I needed so
profoundly as I sat down to write
this—“vemodalen:
the fear that
everything has already been done,
the frustration of photographing
something amazing when thousands
of identical photos already exist—the
same sunset, the same waterfall, the
same curve of a hip, the same closeup
of an eye —which can turn a unique
subject into something hollow and
pulpy and cheap, like a mass-produced
piece of furniture you happen to have
assembled yourself” and “sonder: the
realization that each random passerby
is living a life as vivid and complex as
your own.” Two videos that capture
two of the struggles 20-somethings
fight again every single day.
By the way, according to Koenig, that wave that came for me in
Kenmore was “keta” —“an
image that
inexplicably leaps back into your mind
from the distant past.”

Maggie Powers is an editorfor The
Heights. She can be reached at

metro@bcheights.com.
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Notesfrom a
chocoholic

Artists at Fenway Studios Open Their Doors
|

Solina Jean-Louis For The Heights

Ryan Towey

It has been the unfortunate condition
of my life that a piece of chocolate occasionally flies into my mouth even when
I am minding my own business. It’s unsettling, but this is a cross I must bear.
Once, I was walking down Boylston St.
late at night with a friend—just enjoying
an innocent stroll—when we suddenly
found ourselves sitting in Max Brenner, a
Nutella crepe on a plate in front of me.
I’m not paying for this, I thought as the
chocolate shoved itself into my mouth. I
didn’t even order it.
It’s a tough life I lead —chocolate
can’t seem to get enough of me. With the
opening of anew Ghirardelli Ice Cream &
Chocolate Shop at Faneuil Hall last week,
the aggressive dessert is going to great
lengths to close in on me.
What are the odds? A mere two years
after I start living in the Boston area, the
San Francisco-based chocolate company
just happens to open its first such shop in
New England. Likely story. Before now, the
closest Ghirardelli Ice Cream & Chocolate
Shop locations were in Chicago and Louisville —a safe distance for a guy like me,
constantly threatened by the substance. I
could avoid those two distant cities for the
rest of my life, perhaps, but now this?
With the new addition at 6 North Market, my friends, we are all at risk. Some of
the country’s best scientists and doctors
may have convinced the population that
Ebola is not the impending doom we
believed it was, but the nation faces now a
different enemy.
The new Ghirardelli location will be
open Sunday through Thursday, 10 a.m.
to 10 p.m. and Friday through Saturday
10 a.m. to 11 p.m. With hours like that, I
will be forced to avoid Faneuil Hall and the
surrounding area for the majority of the
week—I will have to seek alternate routes
and see to it that I never schedule meetings with friends in the treacherous region
of the city, all for my own dietary safety.
Should I go too close to the new shop, I
might fall victim to a complimentary piece
of Ghirardelli chocolate, or I may find
that my very own credit card has turned
against me and purchased one of the
store’s many offerings.
“Good sir, I beg you to desist,” I will
demand of the chocolate as it unwraps
itself and collides with my mouth. But
vaguely British manners are no match for
the onslaught.

An artist is always looking for the right
light, and at 30 Ipswich St., just a five minute
walk from the Hynes Convention Center,
Boston’s artists have just the place—a beautiful, century-old red brick building in the
middle of the city that remains closed to the
public for most of the year.
Fenway Studios has been home to select
working artists since 1904, making it the oldest building of its kind in the entire country.
On Nov. 15 and 16, Fenway Studios will open
its doors to the public during the annual free
Open Studios event.
Each studio features 12-footwindows facing north. To artists throughout history and in
all parts of the world, the light from the north
is considered to be the most pristine light.
When an artist paints or sculpts with natural
light from the north, he or she can avoid
glare and direct sunlight into the

studio. The north-facing windows in Fenway
Studios all have large shades that allow the
artists to easily manipulate the sunlight in the
room. This gives them control over what they
are painting, as they control the shadows in
the room for more detailed work.
For Lynda McNally, Fenway Studios holds
a special place in her heart. McNally is the
founding president of Friends of Fenway
Studios, a nonprofit organization whose
mission is to raise funds for the restoration
and preservation of Fenway Studios and to
promote its artists.
“I think the most accomplished bit of history for this place is the fact that it was a purpose-built building,” McNally said. “It wasn’t
anything else before it was Fenway Studios.”
Since its inception in the early 20th century, Fenway Studios has maintained 46 studios
specifically designed for artists to both live

and create their work. Instead of conferring
with a construction company or city-planning
group, the men and women whose dream it
was to build an artist’s haven spoke to artists
themselves to develop what many of the residents of Fenway Studios today believe is still
an artist’s dream.
Every part of the building was designed
specifically with artists in mind, and the importance of the specific design of the building
actually helped to save the building at the turn
of the century, according to McNally.
“In 1998, our board [Friends of Fenway
Studios] saw the peril that the building was
in as the result of proposed construction of a
skyscraper over the Massachusetts turnpike
extension that is across the street from Fenway Studios,” McNally said. “The construction would have completely interfered with
the purpose of the Fenway Studios, casting

See Fenway Studios, BG
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See Column, B

Boston Comedy Festival
brings laughs for 15th year
Bennet Johnson

Asst. Metro Editor
When Jim McCue founded the Boston Comedy Festival (BCF) 15 years ago,

See Comedy Festival, B
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Amid Über surge fares, temporaryfare hikes that range anywhere from one to 10 times the normal price, users look for alternatives.

Surge pricing rankles local Uber users
By

Gus Merrell

Heights

Staff

When Über was first introduced to
Boston, it looked like the future of the
transportation industry. With only a
few taps on a smartphone, a user could
request a personal driver to pick him
or her up. But Über’s surge prices are
causing some users to question Über’s
method of pricing, even causing some
to switch to a different service.
Surge fares are temporary fare hikes

that range anywhere from one to 10
times the normal price. When there is an
increase in demand for drivers, Über will
charge higher prices until more drivers
get out on the road, at which point the
prices will return to normal.
Users have responded en masse to
these surge prices over the past few
years, filing complaints with the Better
Business Bureau, who gave Über an “F”
rating earlier in the year. This rating, the
lowest possible, was due in part to 90
complaints received over the past three

years, most focused around the issue of
Über’s
surge pricing. Lyft, Über’s most
prominent competitor, also received an
“F” rating, but received only five complaints over the same period of time.
Über boasts several distinct advantages over traditional taxi services. Über
offers drastically lower fares than a taxi,
to the point where taxi drivers are worried Über will put them out of business.
Additionally, Über drivers are constantly

See Über,
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he never would have predicted it would
grow to be one of the largest comedy
festivals in the country.
The event seemed destined to fail
at the beginning. At a time when the
Boston comedy scene was nearly nonexistent, the festival faced a number of
challenges. The venues that hosted the
early festivals, including the Comedy
Connection in Faneuil Hall and Dick’s
Beantown Comedy Vault, both no longer
exist. McCue attempted a number of unsuccessful theme shows and unwillingly
changed the name of the event multiple
times to appeal to a wider audience.
“There used to never be a way to
get members of the comedy industry
here to see the performers,” said Helen
McCue, the festival’s director and Jim
McCue’s sister. “The initial goal was to
get people to come here and see all of the
types of acts in Boston. Over time, we
have grown to be an event where many
major acts are born here and spread all
across the country.”

Now in its 15th year, the BCF has
hosted over 1,800 comedians and 600.
Given the successes of many Bostonarea comedians, including Jay Leno,
Dane Cook, Bill Burr, and Louis C.K.,
the BCF has garnered nationwide attention.
The backbone of the festival has
always been its standup competition,
one of the largest in the country. Festival
staff receive over 10,000 submissions
from aspiring standup acts, and a panel
of three judges condenses the list to
about 100 contestants. This year, the
BCF is featuring 96 comedians over
nine days, with $lO,OOO at stake for the
lone survivor.
“This is a great opportunity for
someone to be seen,” Helen McCue
said. “It opens up a lot of doors to other
festivals, TV deals, management, and
agents.”
The reputation of the BCF has only
increased when its past winners gain
recognition. Alingon Mitra won the
festival last year, and he was featured
on the last season of NBC’s Last Comic
Standing. Tom Cotter, a finalist on
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